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1. Introduction	

The	U.S.	real	estate	investment	trusts	(REITs)	have	a	unique	capital	structure.	When	they	distribute	at	least	

90%	of	taxable	income	to	shareholders,	they	are	exempt	from	corporate	taxes	(Giambona	et	al.,	2008).	This	

mandatory	 requirement	 invalidates	 one	 important	 advantage	 of	 debt	 financing,	 specifically	 the	 tax	

deductibility	benefit	of	interest	on	debt.	On	a	theoretical	level,	REITs	are	not	motivated	to	used	debt	and	should	

favour	equity	financing	(Howe	&	Shilling,	1988).	However,	on	a	practical	level,	REITs	have	raised	debt,	both	

public	and	private,	and	their	leverage	ratio	is	even	higher	than	that	of	industrial	firms.	Figure	1	documents	that	

the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	in	our	sample	–	all	historical	and	current	constituent	companies	of	the	FTSE	NAREIT	

All	REITs	Index	from	1998	to	2015,	is	high,	with	an	average	value	of	50%	compared	to	20%	for	firms	in	the	

comparison	sample.		

<<	Insert	Figure	1	here>>	

	

This	high	leverage	ratio	in	a	sector	being	tax‐exempt	is	difficult	to	understand	because	traditional	theories	of	

capital	structure	cannot	fully	explain	this	situation	(Alcock	&	Steiner,	2012).	First,	the	trade‐off	theory	predicts	

that	a	firm	would	choose	a	capital	structure	where	the	marginal	benefits	and	costs	of	debt	are	equal	to	maximise	

its	value.	However,	REITs	are	generally	exempt	from	taxation	at	the	trust	level	and	thus	nullify	the	tax	benefits	

of	debt.	Second,	the	funding	choice	of	REITs	is	restricted	to	debt	and	equity	capital	by	the	high	dividend	payout	

requirement	(Feng	et	al.,	2007);	thus,	the	pecking	order	theory	which	predicts	a	firm	should	first	prefer	internal	

financing	and	then	debt,	lastly	raising	equity	cannot	fully	interpret	the	REIT	capital	structure.	Finally,	the	high	

dependence	on	external	capital	also	mitigates	the	explanation	of	the	market	timing	theory	which	claims	that	

the	capital	structure	of	a	firm	is	affected	by	its	effort	to	time	the	equity	market	in	the	past.	Ott	et	al.	(2005)	

report	 that	 the	 percentage	 of	 a	 REIT’s	 investment	 activities	 covered	 by	 retained	 earnings	 is	 only	 7%,	 on	

average.	The	limited	internal	funds	force	REITs	to	always	issue	securities	to	finance	their	investments	(Boudry	

et	al.,	2010);	hence	they	do	not	have	many	opportunities	to	time	the	capital	market.	

Accordingly,	the	work	reported	in	this	paper	is	motivated	to	find	explanations	for	why	the	leverage	ratio	of	

REITs	is	higher	than	that	of	non‐REITs.	We	first	look	at	capital	structure	theories	and	previous	studies	to	find	

theoretical	reasons	promoting	REITs	to	use	debt	financing;	we	then	empirically	test	these	reasons.	In	addition,	
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empirical	results	are	compared	with	the	ones	of	the	comparison	sample,	which	includes	listed	firms	on	the	US	

security	market	 (NYSE,	 AMEX	 and	NASDAQ),	 to	make	 our	 explanations	 specific	 to	 REITs.	 Accordingly,	 our	

process	focuses	on	three	potential	sources	of	differences	in	 leverage	between	REITs	and	non‐REITs,	 i.e.	 the	

effects	of	determinants	on	capital	structure,	different	goal	functions,	and	the	market	reaction	to	security	issue	

announcements.	Main	findings	can	be	summarised	as	follows:	

Regarding	determinants	of	capital	structure,	Morri	&	Beretta	(2008)	argue	that,	among	indicated	determinants,	

tangibility,	profitability,	growth	opportunities,	operating	risk,	and	firm	size	are	the	 important	determinants	

while	other	factors	have	no	or	little	influence	on	the	REIT	capital	structure.	Therefore,	we	focus	on	these	five	

determinants.	Our	analysis	shows	that	the	expected	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	is	33.9	percentage	points	higher	

than	that	of	non‐REITs.	The	difference	is	derived	from	the	two	channels:	3.1	percentage	points	coming	from	

differences	in	realizations	of	determinants	and	30.8	percentage	points	coming	from	differences	in	estimated	

coefficients.	Regarding	 factors	which	 increase	 the	magnitude	of	 the	 total	 difference,	 tangibility	 is	 the	most	

influencing	 factor	which	 contributes	 17	 percentage	 points.	 This	 result	 indicates	 that	 a	 high	 availability	 of	

desirable	collateral	increases	the	REITs’	preference	for	debt	finance.	The	most	second	influencing	determinant	

is	operating	risk	which	contribute	is	1.5	percentage	points.	This	finding	implies	that	REITs	with	more	volatile	

cash	 flows,	 all	 else	 equal,	 tend	 to	 utilize	 debt	 finance	 to	 avoid	 the	 potential	 problems	 of	 new	 equity,	 e.g.	

misvaluation	 or	 the	 adverse	 reaction	 of	 investors	 to	 equity	 issue	 announcements,	 because	 information	

asymmetry	is	inherently	high	in	the	real	estate	market.	In	contrast,	firm	size	is	the	most	influencing	factor	which	

reduces	 the	magnitude	 of	 the	 total	 difference,	18.6	 percentage	 points.	 The	 reason	 is	 that	 firm	 size	 has	 a	

positive	impact	on	non‐REITs’	leverage,	but	it	has	an	insignificant	impact	on	the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs.	

In	terms	of	different	goal	functions,	we	find	that	REITs	pursue	an	optimal	deviation	from	the	target	leverage	

ratio	to	maximize	the	risk‐adjusted	performance	(Sharpe	ratio),	while	non‐REITs	follow	an	optimal	deviation	

to	maximize	the	firm	value	(Tobin’s	Q).	Our	investigation	indicates	that	the	relationship	between	the	Sharpe	

ratio	and	the	deviation	in	the	REIT	sample	is	a	significantly	negative	nonlinear	relation.	REITs	can	maximize	

their	risk‐adjusted	performance	if	they	maintain	their	deviation	at	the	level	of	40.6%,	which	corresponds	to	the	

leverage	of	62.5%.	Similarly,	the	relation	between	Tobin’s	Q	and	the	deviation	in	the	non‐REIT	sample	is	also	a	

significantly	negative	nonlinear	relation.	The	firm	value	of	non‐REITs	can	be	maximized	if	their	deviation	is	
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0.9%	or	their	leverage	is	24.5%.	We	use	four	different	proxies	for	the	deviation	to	mitigate	doubts	relating	to	

the	robustness	of	our	findings.	Overall,	we	find	evidence	that	the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	is	higher	than	that	of	

non‐REITs	because	the	optimal	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	is	higher	than	that	of	non‐REITs.	

Finally,	we	test	whether	REITs	use	debt	more	frequently	than	non‐REITs	to	avoid	the	adverse	reaction	to	equity	

issue	announcements.	With	limited	internal	funds,	REITs	can	choose	only	debt	or	equity	financing	to	finance	

their	 investment;	 thus,	 we	 suppose	 that	 managers	 should	 prioritise	 type	 of	 security	 to	 whose	 issue	

announcements	 market	 reactions	 are	 more	 positive.	 We	 find	 that	 the	 market	 response	 to	 a	 debt	 issue	

announcement	of	REIT	is	more	positive	than	it	is	to	an	equity	issue	announcement.	For	example,	on	average,	

the	cumulative	abnormal	return	in	the	event	window	of	11	days	surrounding	a	debt	issue	announcement	date	

is	1.9	percentage	points	higher	than	that	surrounding	an	equity	issue	announcement	date.	This	result	implies	

that	the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	is	high	because	managers	desire	to	avoid	the	adverse	reaction	of	investors	to	

equity	issue	announcements.		

Taken	together,	these	reasons	encourage	more	strongly	REIT	managers	than	non‐REIT	managers	to	use	debt	

financing	when	they	need	to	raise	external	funding.	Accordingly,	REITs	cumulate	debt	and	become	more	highly	

leveraged	 over	 time.	 The	 remainder	 of	 this	 paper	 is	 organised	 as	 follows.	 Section	 2	 reviews	 the	 relevant	

literature.	Section	3	describes	the	sample	construction.	Section	4	presents	the	models.	Section	5	discusses	the	

empirical	results,	while	Section	6	concludes.	

2. Literature	

2.1 Determinants	of	capital	structure	

The	corporate	finance	literature	has	indicated	many	factors	which	affect	capital	structure	decisions.	Among	the	

identified	 factors,	Morri	&	Beretta	(2008)	point	out	that	tangible	assets,	profitability,	growth	opportunities,	

operating	risk,	and	firm	size	are	of	the	most	importance,	while	other	factors	have	no	or	little	 impact	on	the	

leverage	 ratio	 in	 the	 REIT	 sector.	 Therefore,	 our	 research	 focuses	 on	 the	 investigation	 of	 these	 five	

determinants.	To	the	best	of	our	knowledge,	although	the	effects	of	these	capital	structure	determinants	have	

already	been	examined	in	the	REIT	and	non‐REIT	literature,	no	previous	research	has	analysed	the	differences	

in	 the	 magnitude	 of	 the	 impact	 between	 a	 sample	 of	 REITs	 and	 a	 comparison	 sample	 of	 non‐REITs.	
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Consequently,	we	concentrate	on	comparing	the	effects	of	the	various	determinants	between	the	two	samples	

in	order	to	investigate	why	the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	is	much	higher	than	that	of	non‐REITs.	

Table	1	summarizes	the	theoretical	and	empirical	impact	of	each	determinant	on	REIT	and	non‐REIT	leverage.	

In	addition,	a	comparison	between	the	expected	relevance	of	capital	structure	determinants	for	REITs	and	that	

for	 non‐REITs	 is	 also	 shown.	 For	 example,	 the	 sign	 “>”	 in	 the	 row	of	 tangibility	 implies	 that	 the	 impact	 of	

tangibility	on	REIT	leverage	is	expected	to	be	larger	than	it	is	on	non‐REIT	leverage.		

Tangibility	

Tangible	assets	have	a	higher	liquidation	value	than	intangibles	because	the	former	are	easier	for	investors	to	

evaluate	 (Frank	 &	 Goyal,	 2009).	 Thus,	 the	 increase	 in	 tangibility	 should	 lower	 expected	 costs	 of	 financial	

distress.	 In	 addition,	 tangible	 assets	 serve	 as	 collateral,	which	 is	 an	 important	 tool	 for	 lenders	 to	 alleviate	

asymmetric	 information	 and	 hence	 ease	 the	 credit‐rationing	 problem	 (Steijvers	 &	 Voordeckers,	 2009).	

Therefore,	firms	with	a	higher	availability	of	collateral	should	be	leveraged	more	highly	than	firms	with	low	

tangibility,	 because	 lenders	 are	 more	 willing	 to	 supply	 loans.	 Previous	 studies	 find	 empirical	 evidence	

supporting	the	positive	relationship	between	tangibility	and	leverage	in	REITs	(Harrison	et	al.,	2011;	Morri	&	

Beretta,	2008)	and	non‐REITs	(Baker	&	Wurgler,	2002;	Rajan	&	Zingales,	1995).		

To	maintain	their	tax‐exempt	status,	REITs	must	invest	at	least	75%	of	their	total	assets	in	real	estate,	among	

other	restrictions.	Hence,	real	estate	assets	constitute	a	very	large	majority	of	a	REIT’s	tangible	assets.	Lenders	

consider	 real	 estate	 assets	 to	 be	 desirable	 collateral,	 because	 such	 assets	 have	 value	 for	multiple	 tenants.	

Accordingly,	we	expect	that	the	positive	effect	of	tangible	assets	on	the	REIT	leverage	ratio	will	be	larger	than	

it	is	on	the	non‐REIT	leverage	ratio,	because	REITs	have	more	desirable	collateral	than	non‐REITs	do.		

Profitability	

There	are	conflicting	theoretical	predictions	regarding	the	effect	of	profitability	on	the	leverage	ratio.	Jensen	

(1986)	predicts	a	positive	relationship	between	profitability	and	leverage	since	firms	with	higher	profit	are	

likely	 to	have	more	severe	agency	problems.	Therefore,	 the	author	 finds	control	effects	of	debt	 to	be	more	

valuable.	However,	Myers	&	Majluf	(1984)	suggest	that	profitable	firms	should	have	lower	leverage	because	

they	 can	 accumulate	more	 retained	 earnings	 and	 prefer	 internal	 finance.	 Using	 a	 sample	 comprising	 non‐

financial	companies	of	the	G‐7countries	between	1987	and	1991,	Rajan	&	Zingales	(1995)	find	international	
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evidence	 (in	 the	 US,	 Japan,	 and	 Canada)	 that	 supports	 the	 negative	 relationship	 between	 profitability	 and	

leverage.	

Harrison	et	al.	(2011)	document	that	profitability	has	a	significantly	negative	impact	on	the	REIT	leverage	ratio,	

while	 Ooi	 (1999)	 finds	 no	 significant	 relationship	 between	 profitability	 and	 that	 ratio.	 Profitability	 could	

increase	a	firm’s	retained	earnings.	However,	profitable	REITs	might	not	have	many	retained	earnings	because	

of	their	high	mandatory	dividend	payout	ratio:	at	least	90%	of	annual	income.	Ott	et	al.	(2005)	indicate	that	

retained	earnings	cover	only	7%	of	investment	activities	of	REITs,	while	they	account	for	70%	of	investment	

activities	of	non‐REITs,	on	average.	Therefore,	profitability	could	have	an	insignificant	effect	or	a	significantly	

negative	effect	on	the	REIT	 leverage	ratio.	We	assume	that	 the	negative	 impact	of	profitability	on	 the	REIT	

leverage	ratio	is	smaller	than	it	is	on	the	leverage	ratio	of	non‐REITs,	because	REITs	accumulate	fewer	retained	

earnings	than	non‐REITs	do.	

Growth	opportunities	

Myers	 (1977)	 argues	 that	 profitable	 investment	 opportunities	 can	 be	 passed	 up	 if	 a	 firm	 is	 being	 highly	

leveraged,	 a	 situation	 which	 consequently	 causes	 underinvestment.	 Hence,	 companies	 having	 high	 future	

growth	opportunities	should	reserve	their	debt	capacity	by	using	internal	funds	or	a	greater	amount	of	equity	

capital	(Rajan	&	Zingales,	1995;	Wald,	1999).	However,	firms	with	high	growth	opportunities	are	more	likely	

to	have	a	high	need	of	funds	to	finance	this	potential	growth.	Accordingly,	pecking	order	theory	suggests	that	

growth	opportunities	are	positively	related	to	a	firm’s	leverage	ratio	because	internal	funds	might	not	be	large	

enough	to	finance	future	projects	(Li,	2015;	Matemilola	et	al.,	2015).	

With	limited	internal	funds	due	to	high	dividend	payouts,	the	funding	choice	of	REITs	for	growth	opportunities	

is	limited	to	equity	and	debt	financing.	Growth	opportunities	might	vanish	without	quick	reactions.	Therefore,	

from	a	 theoretical	 point	 of	 view,	 REITs	with	 high	 growth	 opportunities	 should	 have	 a	 high	 leverage	 ratio,	

because	 Rapp	 et	 al.	 (2014)	 argue	 that	 debt	 can	 be	 raised	more	 quickly	 than	 equity	 capital	 can.	 However,	

empirical	studies	provide	evidence	which	supports	both	a	positive	and	a	negative	relationship	between	growth	

opportunities	and	leverage	(Harrison	et	al.	,	2011;	Morri	&	Beretta,	2008).	Using	the	samples	of	REITs	and	non‐

REITs,	we	can	compare	the	impact	of	growth	opportunities	on	leverage	between	the	two	samples.	We	predict	
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that	the	increase	in	growth	opportunities	has	a	bigger	positive	effect	on	the	REIT	leverage	ratio	than	it	does	on	

the	non‐REIT	leverage	ratio.	

Operating	risk	

Companies	with	a	higher	operating	risk	suffer	higher	costs	of	financial	distress	because	they	face	more	volatile	

cash	flows	and	because	future	operating	performance	is	more	difficult	to	forecast.	Therefore,	trade‐off	theory	

suggests	 that	 firms	with	a	high	operating	 risk	 should	have	a	 low	 leverage	ratio.	Frank	&	Goyal	 (2009)	and	

Psillaki	 &	 Daskalakis	 (2009)	 find	 empirical	 evidence	 supporting	 this	 negative	 relationship.	 Nevertheless,	

following	pecking	order	theory,	firms	with	a	high	operating	risk	tend	to	increase	the	leverage	ratio.	Specifically,	

more	 volatile	 cash	 flows	 could	 aggravate	 problems	 from	 asymmetric	 information	 and	 thus	 lead	 to	 higher	

misvaluation.	As	this	is	mainly	a	problem	of	equity	financing,	this	would	encourage	the	use	of	debt.	Wald	(1999)	

indicates	 a	positive	 relationship	between	 risk	 and	 leverage	when	 the	author	 analyses	 the	 capital	 structure	

determinants	in	Japan	and	the	United	Kingdom.	

When	 cash	 flows	 become	 more	 volatile,	 REITs	 could	 also	 face	 high	 costs	 of	 financial	 distress	 and	 high	

misvaluation,	as	is	the	prediction	of	trade‐off	theory	and	pecking	order	theory.	While	costs	of	financial	distress	

can	 be	 lowered	 by	 a	 high	 availability	 of	 desirable	 collateral,	 misvaluation	 is	 exacerbated	 by	 information	

asymmetry,	which	is	high	in	the	real	estate	market	(Garmaise	&	Moskowitz,	2004;	Han,	2006).	Therefore,	high‐

risk	REITs	should	 increase	 their	preference	 for	debt	 finance	relative	 to	equity	 finance.	Consistent	with	 this	

prediction,	Giambona	et	al.	(2008)	find	that	operating	risk	has	a	positive	impact	on	the	REIT	leverage	ratio.	

Accordingly,	we	expect	that	the	positive	effect	of	the	operating	risk	on	REIT	leverage	will	be	larger	than	it	is	on	

non‐REIT	leverage.	

Size	

Regarding	both	theoretical	predictions	and	empirical	analysis	for	non‐REITs,	firm	size	has	no	clear	impact	on	

leverage.	Larger	firms	usually	have	more	diversified	operations	which	can	mitigate	costs	of	financial	distress	

or	bankruptcy.	Therefore,	firm	size	should	be	positively	related	to	the	leverage	ratio	based	on	trade‐off	theory	

(Baker	&	Wurgler,	2002;	Rajan	&	Zingales,	1995).	However,	following	pecking	order	theory,	firm	size	should	

have	a	negative	influence	on	the	debt	ratio,	because	larger	firms	have	fewer	problems	concerning	information	
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asymmetry.	 Thus,	 firms	 tend	 to	 increase	 their	 preference	 for	 equity	 financing	 relative	 to	 debt	 financing	

(Matemilola	et	al.,	2015).	

Total	assets	of	REITs	are	comprised	mainly	of	tangible	assets,	e.g.	82%	in	our	REIT	sample.	Hence,	the	impact	

of	firm	size	can	be	largely	controlled	by	tangible	assets,	whereby	firm	size	has	an	insignificant	impact	on	the	

REIT	leverage	ratio.	In	line	with	this	suggestion,	Harrison	et	al.	(2011)	and	Morri	&	Beretta	(2008)	find	that	

firm	size	is	a	statistically	insignificant	regressor	of	REIT	capital	structure.	Therefore,	we	assume	that	the	impact	

of	firm	size	on	REIT	leverage	is	smaller	than	it	is	on	leverage	of	non‐REITs	because	the	effect	of	firm	size	on	

REIT	leverage	is	largely	controlled	by	tangible	assets.		

<<	Insert	Table	1	here>>	

	

2.2 The	market	reaction	to	security	issue	announcements	

Bayless	(1994)	investigates	how	the	market	reacts	to	a	security	issue	announcement.	The	empirical	evidence	

suggests	that	the	announcement‐day	reaction	to	an	equity	issuance	is	more	negative	than	the	response	to	a	

debt	issuance	in	industrial	firms.	Regarding	the	particular	environment	of	activity	of	REITs	where	they	always	

issue	securities	to	cover	a	shortage	of	internal	fund,	which	type	of	financing	should	REITs	use	more?		

In	terms	of	a	financial	economists’	perspective,	investors	should	not	be	too	sceptical	about	equity	issuances	of	

REITs,	as	is	a	prediction	of	pecking	order	theory,	because	the	funding	choice	of	REITs	is	restricted	to	equity	and	

debt	financing	due	to	limited	retained	earnings.	Regarding	a	company	perspective,	the	most	significant	benefit	

of	debt,	which	is	corporate	tax	deductibility,	does	not	exist	anymore	because	REITs	are	tax‐exempt	companies.	

Therefore,	it	makes	no	sense	if	REITs	prefer	issuing	debt	to	issuing	equity.	Howe	&	Shilling	(1988)	argue	that	

equity	should	be	favoured	in	the	REIT	sector	due	to	the	absence	of	a	tax	shield.	However,	regarding	an	investors’	

perspective,	 they	might	 prefer	 a	 debt	 issue	 to	 an	 equity	 issue	 because	 of	 the	 following	 two	 reasons.	 First,	

Garmaise	&	Moskowitz	(2004)	document	that	information	asymmetry	in	the	real	estate	market	is	high;	hence,	

following	 the	pecking	order	 theory,	 shareholders	 and	 investors	 should	 suspect	managers	 to	have	 superior	

information	and	discount	the	price	of	new	equity.	Second,	when	firms	issue	new	equity,	existing	shareholders	

will	own	a	smaller	percentage	of	the	company	and	receive	fewer	dividends	unless	they	also	buy	new	equity,	all	
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else	equal.	They	will	 thus	negatively	 react	when	companies	release	 the	announcement	of	 secondary	equity	

offerings.	

Therefore,	we	suggest	that	the	adverse	response	of	the	market	to	an	equity	issue	announcement	can	influence	

the	decision‐making	process	of	managers	when	REITs	choose	an	external	source	of	capital	to	raise.	Accordingly,	

the	high	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	is	partly	attributed	to	managers	who	desire	to	avoid	the	adverse	reaction	of	

investors	to	equity	issue	announcements.	

2.3 Pursue	a	target	leverage	ratio	

In	a	theoretical	level,	value	maximization	is	a	central	objective	of	corporate	managers.	Under	the	hypothesis	

that	 debt	 financing	 is	 free	 of	 default	 risk	 and	 a	 firm	 gets	 the	 tax	 deductibility	 benefit	 of	 interest	 on	 debt,	

Modigliani	&	Miller	(1963)	show	that	managers	can	maximize	the	market	value	of	the	firm	when	they	maximize	

the	use	of	debt.	Subsequently,	finance	literature	develops	models	in	which	managers	can	maximize	the	market	

value	of	the	firm	by	choosing	an	optimal	leverage	ratio	where	the	costs	and	benefits	of	debt	financing	are	equal	

(Kim,	1978;	Kraus	&	Litzenberger,	1973;	Turnbull,	1979).	However,	empirical	studies	document	that	leverage	

may	temporarily	deviate	from	target	leverage	and	fluctuate	within	a	determined	range	due	to	current	market	

conditions	(Hovakimian,	2004;	Ooi	et	al.,	2010).	Accordingly,	we	assume	that	firms	have	an	optimal	deviation	

from	the	target	leverage	ratio	in	order	to	maximize	their	firm	value.		

However,	we	conjecture	that	REITs	might	follow	a	different	goal,	i.e.	maximizing	the	risk‐adjusted	performance.	

Chan	et	al.	(1998)	and	Devos	et	al.	(2013)	indicate	that	REITs	provide	a	stable	income	stream,	while	Jain	et	al.	

(2017)	report	that	REITs	have	long‐term	diversification	benefits	which	are	attractive	to	risk‐averse	investors.	

Therefore,	 REITs	 become	 a	 popular	 investment	 vehicle	 among	 institutional	 investors	 and	 are	 significantly	

owned	by	institutional	investors,	76%	(Jain	et	al.,	2017).	With	high	equity	stakes,	these	investors	have	strong	

incentives	to	improve	REITs’	efficiency	(Chung	et	al.,	2012).	Devos	et	al.	(2013)	find	evidence	supporting	that	

institutional	investors	who	invest	in	REITs	highly	emphasize	on	managing	risk.	In	line	with	the	finding	of	Devos	

et	al.	(2013),	Alcock	&	Steiner	(2012)	also	find	evidence	suggesting	that	REITs	attempt	to	manage	risk‐adjusted	

performance	by	choosing	a	suitable	capital	structure.	Overall,	we	hypothesize	that	the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	

is	a	function	of	maximizing	the	risk‐adjusted	performance,	while	that	of	non‐REITs	is	a	function	of	maximizing	

firm	value.	
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3. Data	and	summary	statistics	

3.1 Data	

For	our	empirical	analysis,	we	use	all	Equity	REITs	of	the	FTSE	NAREIT	All	REITs	Index	in	the	U.S.	between	

1998	and	2015.	We	collect	all	historical	and	current	constituent	companies	of	the	FTSE	NAREIT	All	REITs	Index	

in	the	category	Equity.	We	also	include	firms	which	are	delisted,	merged,	acquired	or	taken	private	until	the	

change	of	their	status	to	exclude	potential	problems	with	a	survivorship	bias.	Mortgage	REITs	and	Hybrid	REITs	

are	excluded	from	the	sample	because	their	capital	structure	is	significantly	different	from	other	firms	in	the	

sample.	All	data	on	the	firm‐level	are	obtained	from	Thomson	Reuters	Datastream/Eikon,	except	information	

on	 security	 announcement	 dates.	 After	 collecting	 accounting	 data,	 we	 further	 exclude	 observations	 with	

missing	or	zero	property,	plant,	and	equipment	and	missing	or	zero	total	assets.	As	 lagged	and	differenced	

values	 are	 included	 in	 empirical	models,	 the	 first	 observation	 for	 each	REIT	 is	 lost.	 Thus,	 the	 final	 sample	

consists	of	2,877	firm‐year	observations	for	281	unique	equity	REITs	over	the	1999	to	2015	period.		

To	 obtain	 data	 of	 security	 issue	 announcement	 dates,	 we	 first	 look	 for	 issuing	 dates	 of	 secondary	 equity	

offerings	 and	 secondary	 debt	 offerings	 from	 the	 National	 Association	 of	 Real	 Estate	 Investment	 Trusts	

(NAREIT).	Next,	we	look	for	the	issue	announcement	dates	from	the	website	of	REITs	that	performed	secondary	

equity	offerings	or	 secondary	debt	offering.	We	obtain	 announcements	dates	 for	476	offerings:	228	equity	

offerings	and	248	debt	offerings.	

To	make	our	explanations	specific	to	REITs,	we	use	a	comparison	sample	and	compare	our	results	between	the	

REIT	 sample	 and	 the	 comparison	 sample.	 A	 firm	 has	 to	 meet	 the	 following	 criteria	 to	 be	 included	 in	 the	

comparison	sample:	(1)	it	is	listed	on	NYSE,	AMEX	or	NASDAQ;	(2)	it	is	listed	in	US	dollar;	(3)	it	is	classified	as	

equity;	and	(4)	it	is	not	in	the	real	estate	investment	and	services	sector	or	the	real	estate	investment	trusts	

sector.	To	avoid	a	survivorship	bias,	we	consider	active	as	well	as	inactive	firms	as	potential	controls.	The	total	

Datastream	equity	universe	gives	us	the	opportunity	to	select	 from	as	many	as	5,108	potential	comparison	

firms1.	The	definition	of	variables	is	reported	in	Tables	2	and	3.	

																																																																		
1	We	have	no	data	of	security	issue	announcement	dates	of	the	comparison	sample.	Therefore,	we	could	not	compare	the	results	of	the	
market	reaction	on	a	security	issue	announcement	between	two	samples.	
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3.2 Summary	statistics	

Tables	2	 and	3	 show	 the	 summary	 statistics	of	 the	main	 firm	 characteristics	 for	 the	REIT	 and	 comparison	

samples,	respectively.	This	table	reveals	several	interesting	results.	First,	the	average	value	of	the	leverage	ratio	

is	high,	50%.	This	percentage	is	twice	as	high	as	the	average	leverage	ratio	of	companies	in	the	comparison	

sample.	In	addition,	there	is	also	a	difference	in	the	leverage	ratio	between	property	sectors	which	is	shown	in	

Figure	2.	According	to	NAREIT,	we	classify	REITs	in	our	sample	into	twelve	categories:	Office,	Industrial,	Retail,	

Residential,	Diversified,	Lodging/Resorts,	Self‐Storage,	Health	Care,	Timber,	Infrastructure,	Data	Centres	and	

Specialty.	 In	 general,	 Residential	 exhibits	 the	 highest	 average	 value	 of	 the	 leverage	 ratio,	 whereas	

Infrastructure	has	the	lowest	leverage	ratio.	

<<	Insert	Figure	2	here>>	

	

Second,	the	average	percentage	of	property,	plant	and	equipment	to	total	assets	of	REITs	in	our	sample	is	82%	

which	is	much	higher	than	that	of	the	comparison	sample,	23.0%,	in	the	same	period	of	study.	This	result	might	

support	 that	 tangible	 assets	 facilitate	 the	 increase	 in	 REITs’	 leverage	 ratio;	 however,	 we	 should	 have	 the	

empirical	evidence	to	draw	a	robust	conclusion.	Finally,	we	find	that	the	values	of	cumulative	abnormal	return	

are	negative	 in	 the	days	surrounding	 the	announcement	of	security	 issuances.	This	 finding	 implies	 that,	on	

average,	the	market	reaction	to	a	security	issue	announcement	is	negative.	As	documented	below,	our	finding	

documents	that	the	market	response	to	an	equity	 issue	announcement	 is	more	negative	than	that	to	a	debt	

issue	announcement.	

<<	Insert	Table	2	and	Table	3	here>>	

	

4. Models	

4.1 Testing	impact	of	capital	structure	determinants	on	the	leverage	ratio	

As	discussed	in	section	2.1,	our	study	tests	the	impact	of	five	traditional	capital	structure	determinants	on	REIT	

leverage	ratio.		

	 LEV , β β TAN , β PROFIT , β GROWTH , β RISK , β SIZE , ε , 	,	 (1)	
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As	the	leverage	ratio	of	REIT	is	substantially	different	from	that	of	Non‐REIT	firms,	we	expect	that	the	estimated	

coefficients	of	these	five	determinants	are	significantly	different	between	two	samples.	To	compare	the	size	of	

coefficients	between	the	REIT	sample	and	the	comparison	sample,	we	conduct	a	regression	model	including	

interaction	terms	as	follows:	

LEV , β β TAN , β PROFIT , β GROWTH , β RISK , β SIZE ,

																																	β CTRL_DETERMINANT , ε , 	,	 			(2)	

where	CTRL_DETERMINANT	is	the	interaction	term	between	DUMMY_REIT	and	each	of	five	determinants	of	

capital	structure.	DUMMY_REIT	is	an	indicator	variable	that	takes	the	value	of	1	if	a	firm	is	a	REIT	and	zero	

otherwise.	 For	 example,	 CTRL_TAN	 is	 the	 interaction	 term	 between	 DUMMY_REIT	 and	 TAN.	 If	 estimated	

coefficients	 of	 interaction	 terms	 are	 significant,	 the	 regression	 coefficients	 of	 TAN	 in	 the	 REIT	 sample	 are	

significantly	different	from	that	in	the	comparison	sample.		

4.2 Testing	the	market	reaction	to	security	issue	announcements	

We	investigate	whether	investors	react	more	negatively	to	an	equity	issue	announcement	than	to	a	debt	issue	

announcement	in	the	REIT	sector	using	an	event‐study	methodology.	Our	approach	involves	three	steps:	(i)	

estimate	 the	expected	 return	 (ER)	 for	 the	 announcement	date,	 (ii)	 calculate	 the	abnormal	 return	 (AR)	and	

cumulative	abnormal	return	(CAR)	for	each	respective	event,	and	(iii)	measure	the	effect	of	a	security	issue	

announcement	on	CAR	to	investigate	how	the	market	reacts	to	a	security	issue	announcement.		

In	 the	 first	step,	we	employ	the	Fama	&	French	(1993)	three‐factor	model	 to	estimate	the	expected	return.	

Following	the	work	of	Bayless	(1994),	we	determine	the	estimation	window	which	includes	120	days	starting	

at	day	t	=	‐136	and	ending	at	day	t	=	‐16,	abbreviated	[‐136,‐16],	where	t	=	0	is	the	announcement	date	of	the	

new	offering.	Expected	returns	on	common	stock	for	offering	firm	i	on	day	t,	ER ,	are	estimated	as	follows:	

	 ER α β R R β SMB β HML 	,		 (3)	

where	α, β , β , β 	are	the	parameter	estimates	obtained	from	the	following	estimating	regression:	

	 R α β R R β SMB β HML ε 	,		 (4)	
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R 	is	 the	daily	 return	on	 common	stock	 for	 offering	 firm	 i	 on	day	 t;	R 	 is	 the	daily	 return	on	 the	market	

portfolio	 on	 day	 t;	 R 	 is	 the	 one‐month	 Treasury	 bill	 rate;	 SMB 	 is	 the	 average	 return	 on	 the	 three	 small	

portfolios	minus	the	average	return	on	the	three	big	portfolios;	HML 	is	the	average	return	on	the	two	value	

portfolios	 minus	 the	 average	 return	 on	 the	 two	 growth	 portfolios.	 The	 data	 is	 obtained	 from	 Kenneth	 R.	

French's	web	site2.	

In	the	second	step,	we	calculate	abnormal	returns	as	follows:	

	 AR R ER 	,		 (5)	

The	abnormal	return	of	firm	i	on	any	date	φ	in	the	event	window,	AR ,	is	the	disturbance	term	of	the	factor	

model	in	event‐time.	This	is	a	hypothetical	return	that	would	have	occurred	in	the	absence	of	a	security	issue	

announcement.	Next,	we	measure	a	REIT’s	cumulative	abnormal	returns,	which	are	the	sum	of	its	abnormal	

returns,	 in	 five	 different	 event	 windows	 (CAR‐5_+5,	 CAR‐1_+1,	 CAR0_+1,	 CAR0_+10,	 and	 CAR0_+15).	 For	

example,	CAR‐5_+5	is	a	REIT’s	cumulative	abnormal	return	in	the	event	window	of	11	days	surrounding	an	

announcement	date	starting	at	day	t	=	‐5	and	ending	at	day	t	=	+5.	

In	 the	 final	 step,	 we	 investigate	 the	market	 reaction	 to	 announcements	 of	 security	 issuances	 running	 the	

following	model:	

	 CAR α α CHOICE τ 	,	 	(6)	

The	dependent	variable,	CAR ,	is	the	cumulative	abnormal	return	of	firm	i	for	event	j,	while	the	independent	

variable	is	the	choice	of	security	type,	CHOICE .	This	is	an	indicator	variable	that	takes	the	value	of	1	if	a	REIT	

announces	a	debt	issue	and	zero	for	an	equity	issue	announcement.	However,	Lucas	&	McDonald	(1990)	and	

Smith	(1986)	argue	that	the	fluctuation	of	the	stock	price	on	an	announcement	day	is	not	a	precise	measure	of	

the	market	reaction	to	announcements	of	security	issues	if	the	announcement	is	predicted.	Therefore,	to	robust	

our	findings,	we	control	predictability	of	security	type	by	adding	the	variable	predictability	(PRE)	to	Eq.	(5):		

	 CAR α α CHOICE α PRE τ 	.	 (7)	

																																																																		
2	http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french	
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To	obtain	PRE,	we	apply	 the	 two‐step	procedure.	 In	 the	 first	 step,	we	run	a	 logistic	model	with	 the	binary	

dependent	variable	(CHOICE):	

CHOICE β β DEV β SIZE β EBITDA β STP β MAP, β P_TBILL_3M , β P_TERM , ε 	,	 (8)	

where	DEV	is	the	deviation,	which	is	defined	as	the	difference	between	the	leverage	ratio	in	the	year	preceding	

the	issue	and	the	average	value	of	the	leverage	ratio	in	the	10	years	preceding	the	security	offering.	STP	denotes	

stock	performance,	which	 is	calculated	as	 the	average	stock	price	 for	 the	three	months	preceding	the	 issue	

scaled	by	the	mean	stock	price	for	the	thirty‐six	months	before	the	issue.	Market	performance	(MAP)	is	the	

average	S&P	500	index	in	three	months	preceding	the	issue	scaled	by	the	mean	S&P	500	index	for	the	thirty‐

six	months	preceding	the	issue.	P_TBILL_3M	denotes	interest	rate,	which	is	defined	as	three‐month	US	Treasury	

bill	rate	during	the	month	preceding	the	issue	scaled	by	the	average	three‐month	US	Treasury	bill	rate	during	

the	three	months	preceding	the	issue.	Finally,	term	structure	(P_TERM)	is	the	average	10‐year	US	government	

bond	rate	during	the	three	months	preceding	the	issue	minus	the	average	three‐month	US	Treasury	bill	rate	

during	the	three	months	preceding	the	issue.	

In	the	second	step,	we	estimate	the	predictability	of	security	type	as	follows:	

	 PRE β β DEV β SIZE β EBITDA β STP β MAP β P_TBILL_3M β P_TERM 	,	 (9)	

The	parameter	estimates,	β 	(k	=	0,	1…	7),	are	obtained	from	estimating	regression	(8).		

4.3 Testing	whether	firms	have	a	target	leverage	ratio	

We	use	two	dependent	variables,	i.e.	Tobin’s	Q	(TOBIN_Q)	and	Sharpe	ratio	(SHARPE),	to	capture	firm	value	

and	 risk‐adjusted	 performance,	 respectively.	 Perfect	 &	Wiles	 (1994)	 estimate	 Tobin’s	 Q	 as	 the	 sum	 of	 the	

market	value	of	equity,	book	value	of	long‐term	debt,	book	value	of	short‐term	debt,	book	value	of	preferred	

stock,	and	book	value	of	convertible	debt,	divided	by	the	book	value	of	total	assets.	The	authors	document	that	

this	proxy	of	Tobin’s	Q	has	a	correlation	of	0.93	with	that	calculated	using	the	method	of	Lindenberg	&	Ross	

(1981),	which	requires	many	years	of	data	in	order	to	estimate	replacement	costs	of	assets.	Therefore,	we	adopt	

the	measure	of	Perfect	&	Wiles	(1994)	to	estimate	Tobin’s	Q.	Following	Ooi	&	Liow	(2004),	we	measure	Sharpe	

ratio	as	the	excess	return	divided	by	the	standard	deviation	of	excess	return.	The	excess	return	is	defined	as	
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the	annual	return	of	each	REIT,	which	derives	from	the	closing	prices	on	a	weekly	basis,	subtracts	the	risk‐free	

rate.		

To	 examine	whether	 the	 difference	 in	 leverage	 between	 REITs	 and	 non‐REITs	 derives	 from	 different	 goal	

functions	(maximization	of	firm	value	and	maximization	of	risk‐adjusted	performance),	we	conduct	a	three‐

step	process.	The	 first	 step,	we	estimate	 the	 target	 leverage	 ratio	 (TAR)	of	REITs	and	non‐REITs.	Previous	

research	indicates	that	the	industry	average	leverage	ratio	might	be	a	reasonable	measure	of	the	target	leverage	

ratio	of	a	firm	because	there	are	strong	industry	influences	across	firm	leverage	ratios	(Bradley	et	al.,	1984;	

Hovakimian,	2004).	Therefore,	we	define	TAR_IND,	TAR_IND12,	and	TAR_IND48	as	a	firm’s	the	target	leverage	

ratios	which	are	 industry	average	 leverage	ratios,	where	the	 industry	 is	 identified	by	using	the	Datastream	

industry	definition,	the	Fama	and	French	12	and	48	industry	definition,	respectively.	In	addition,	a	number	of	

studies	also	utilise	 fitted	values	from	a	regression	of	the	leverage	ratio	as	the	target	 leverage	ratio	(Cook	&	

Tang,	2009;	Ooi	et	al.,	2010).	Hence,	we	use	the	 fitted	value	of	 the	Eq.	1	as	the	second	proxy	 for	 the	target	

leverage	ratio.	In	particular,	we	first	group	companies	according	to	the	Datastream,	12,	and	48	Fama	and	French	

industries	and	conduct	cross‐sectional	regressions	for	each	industry.	Next,	we	use	the	fitted	values	to	estimate	

the	target	leverage	ratio	for	each	company:	TAR_FIT,	TAR_FIT12,	and	TAR_FIT48.	Since	leverage	must	be	in	the	

range	of	0	to	1,	we	drop	fitted	values	which	are	less	than	zero	or	higher	than	one.	

In	 the	 second	step,	we	calculate	deviations	 from	the	 target	 leverage	ratio	 (DEV_TAR)	by	subtracting	 target	

leverage	ratios	from	actual	leverage	ratios.	Table	4	reports	the	results	from	single	sample	t‐test	for	the	mean	

of	 deviations	 from	 the	 target	 leverage	 ratio.	 The	 results	 show	 that	 the	mean	 of	 deviations	 is	 significantly	

different	from	zero	at	the	1%	level,	except	DEV_TAR_IND	of	both	the	samples	and	DEV_TAR_FIT	of	the	REIT	

sample.	Therefore,	we	exclude	DEV_TAR_IND	and	DEV_TAR_FIT	from	the	analysis.	The	use	of	the	4	proxies,	i.e.	

DEV_TAR_IND12,	 DEV_TAR_IND48,	 DEV_TAR_FIT12,	 and	 DEV_TAR_FIT48,	 which	 are	 significantly	 different	

from	 zero	 to	 estimate	 deviations	 from	 the	 target	 leverage	 ratio	 should	 mitigate	 doubts	 relating	 to	 the	

robustness	of	our	findings.	

<<	Insert	Table	4	here>>	
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In	the	final	step,	we	examine	the	impact	of	deviations	from	the	target	on	the	risk‐adjusted	performance	of	REITs	

and	the	market	value	of	non‐REITs.	To	reflect	the	potential	curvilinear	relationship	between	deviations	and	the	

two	 dependent	 variables,	we	 perform	 quadratic	 regressions	which	 include	 the	 square	 of	 deviations	 as	 an	

additional	explanatory	variable.	

	 TOBIN_Q β β DEV_TAR , β DEV_TAR , β DETERMINANT , ε , 	,	 (10)	

	 SHARPE β β DEV_TAR , β DEV_TAR , β DETERMINANT , ε , 	,	 (11)	

where	DETERMINANT	is	a	vector	including	the	capital	structure	determinants	(TAN,	PROFIT,	GROWTH,	RISK,	

and	SIZE).		

5. Results	

5.1 The	impact	of	capital	structure	determinants	on	the	leverage	ratio	

Table	5	presents	results	of	regression	models	on	panel	data	from	Equation	(1)	for	the	REIT	sample	and	for	the	

comparison	sample.	We	use	Hausman's	specification	test	to	determine	the	most	appropriate	specification	for	

our	 panel	 data.	 The	 result	 indicates	 that	 the	 fixed	 effects	model	 is	 preferable	 for	 our	data.	Nevertheless,	 a	

disadvantage	 of	 a	 fixed	 effects	model	 is	 that	we	 have	 to	 exclude	 time‐invariant	 variables	 from	 the	model	

because	they	are	collinear	with	the	fixed	effects.	This	is	problematic	for	our	paper,	because	we	desire	to	control	

differences	 in	 cash	 flow	across	 the	REIT	 categories	 and	 industrial	 sectors	by	 including	 two	sets	of	 dummy	

variables,	i.e.	DUMMY_REIT‐Type	and	DUMMY_SECTOR.	Therefore,	our	paper	presents	results	using	the	fixed	

effects	methodology	as	well	as	the	random	effects	method.	Panel	A	shows	the	findings	from	the	fixed	effects	

models,	while	Panel	B	reports	them	from	the	random	effects	model.	The	standard	errors,	which	are	reported	

in	parentheses,	are	heteroscedasticity‐	and	autocorrelation‐consistent.	

We	first	discuss	in	detail	the	effects	of	capital	structure	determinants	on	the	leverage	ratio	for	REITs	and	non‐

REITs	and	then	the	comparison	of	the	differences	in	the	leverage	ratio	between	the	two	samples.	Consistent	

with	the	theoretical	predictions	and	previous	research,	we	find	that	tangible	assets	are	positively	related	to	

leverage	in	both	samples.	This	result	indicates	that	tangible	assets	can	be	utilized	as	collateral	to	reduce	the	

risks	of	lenders	and	the	expected	costs	of	financial	distress.	Similarly,	our	finding	is	in	line	with	pecking	order	
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theory	in	terms	of	growth	opportunities.	Specifically,	the	estimated	coefficients	of	growth	opportunities	are	

positive	and	significant	at	the	10%	and	1%	levels	in	the	REIT	and	non‐REIT	samples,	respectively.	

While	the	impact	of	tangible	assets	and	growth	opportunities	on	leverage	is	similar	for	both	the	samples,	the	

influence	of	profitability	on	the	leverage	ratio	of	the	samples	is	different.	Regarding	the	comparison	sample,	we	

find	evidence	supporting	pecking	order	theory	which	suggests	a	negative	relationship	between	profitability	

and	 leverage.	 However,	 we	 observe	 an	 insignificant	 relationship	 between	 profitability	 and	 REIT	 leverage,	

which	is	in	agreement	with	the	finding	of	Ooi	(1999).	This	result	supports	our	conjecture	that	profitable	REITs	

cannot	keep	many	retained	earnings	due	to	the	high	dividend	payout.	Likewise,	 firm	size	also	has	different	

effects	on	the	leverage	ratio	of	the	samples.	We	find	a	significantly	positive	relationship	between	firm	size	and	

leverage	in	the	comparison	sample,	as	is	the	prediction	of	trade‐off	theory.	Nevertheless,	the	test	reveals	that	

there	is	no	significant	impact	of	firm	size	on	REIT	leverage,	which	is	in	line	with	our	expectations.	The	prime	

cause	of	the	insignificant	relationship	is	due	to	the	nature	of	the	total	assets	of	REITs.	

With	respect	to	operating	risk,	our	test	shows	a	significantly	positive	relationship	between	risk	and	the	REIT	

leverage	 ratio,	 which	 is	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	 pecking	 order	 theory.	 However,	 we	 find	 an	 insignificant	

relationship	between	the	operating	risk	and	the	leverage	ratio	of	non‐REITs,	which	is	in	line	with	findings	of	

Chen	(2004)	and	Zeitun	et	al.	(2017).	This	result	indicates	that	operating	risk	has	no	consistent	impact	on	the	

leverage	ratio	of	non‐REITs.	

<<	Insert	Table	5	here>>	

	

The	determinants	of	the	differences	in	leverage	ratios	for	REITs	and	non‐REITs	

Up	 to	 this	 point,	 we	 have	 documented	 impact	 directions	 of	 independent	 variables	 on	 REIT	 and	 non‐REIT	

leverage.	Next,	we	investigate	from	where	the	differences	in	leverage	for	REITs	and	non‐REITs	can	come.	There	

are	 two	potential	 channels	 from	where	REITs	might	have	higher	 leverage	 ratios	 than	non‐REITs,	 i.e.	 larger	

realizations	 of	 explanatory	 variables	 and	 larger	 regression	 coefficients.	 Therefore,	 we	 use	 a	 three‐step	

procedure	to	examine	and	results	are	reported	in	Table	6.		
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In	the	first	step,	we	estimate	the	expected	difference	in	leverage	ratios	for	REITs	and	non‐REITs	(henceforth	

total	difference).	To	get	the	total	difference,	we	calculate	the	expected	leverage	ratios	of	REITs	and	non‐REITs	

by	multiplying	the	regression	coefficients	of	each	determinant	by	the	corresponding	average,	then	adding	the	

intercept	of	 the	corresponding	regression	model.	Following	 this	calculation,	 the	expected	 leverage	ratios	of	

REITs	and	non‐REITs	are	51.8%	and	19.2%,	respectively.	Accordingly,	we	obtain	the	total	difference	of	32.7	

percentage	points3	by	subtracting	the	expected	leverage	ratio	of	non‐REITs	from	the	expected	leverage	ratio	of	

REITs.	The	total	difference	can	be	derived	from	the	two	channels;	hence	we	measure	the	differences	which	

come	from	the	magnitude	of	variables	(henceforth	variable‐based	difference)	and	from	the	size	of	estimated	

coefficients	(henceforth	coefficient‐based	difference)	in	the	second	and	third	steps,	respectively.	

In	the	second	step,	we	first	compute	the	expected	leverage	ratio	of	REITs,	then	the	new	expected	leverage	ratio	

of	REITs	by	inserting	average	values	of	all	explanatory	variables	for	the	non‐REIT	sample	into	the	regression	

model	for	REITs.	The	difference	between	the	expected	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	and	the	new	expected	leverage	

ratio	of	REITs	is	3.2	percentage	points,	which	capture	the	variable‐based	difference.	This	result	implies	that	

fluctuations	 in	 values	 of	 the	 capital	 structure	 determinants	 contribute	 3.2	 percentage	 points	 to	 the	 total	

difference.	Tangible	assets	and	operating	risk	are	the	most	relevant	factors	of	the	variable‐based	difference,	

although	they	have	different	signs.	

In	 the	 third	 step,	 we	 calculate	 the	 coefficient‐based	 difference	 by	 getting	 the	 difference	 between	 the	 new	

expected	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	and	the	expected	leverage	ratio	of	non‐REITs.	This	process	generates	29.4	

percentage	points	according	to	the	coefficient‐based	difference.	Operating	risk	and	firm	size	are	factors	which	

have	the	largest	absolute	effects	on	the	coefficient‐based	difference.		

Overall,	 the	expected	 leverage	ratio	of	REITs	 is	32.7	percentage	points	higher	 than	 that	of	non‐REITs.	This	

difference	 is	 constituted	 by	 3.2	 percentage	 points	 coming	 from	 differences	 in	 realizations	 of	 explanatory	

variables	 and	 29.4	 percentage	 points	 coming	 from	 differences	 in	 estimated	 coefficients.	 Regarding	 factors	

which	increase	the	magnitude	of	the	total	difference,	tangibility	is	the	most	influencing	factor	which	contributes	

17	percentage	points.	This	result	indicates	that	a	high	availability	of	desirable	collateral	increases	the	REITs’	

																																																																		
3	The	difference	results	from	rounding	
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preference	for	debt	finance.	The	most	second	influencing	determinant	is	operating	risk	which	raises	the	total	

difference	 mainly	 via	 the	 channel	 of	 the	 coefficient‐based	 difference.	 However,	 operating	 risk	 also	 has	 a	

negative	impact	on	the	variable‐based	difference.	Due	to	different	signs,	the	effects	of	operating	risk	cancel	out	

each	 other	 to	 some	degree	 and	 consequently,	 the	 net	 effect	 of	 operating	 risk	 on	 the	 total	 difference	 is	 1.5	

percentage	points.	This	finding	implies	that,	all	else	equal,	REITs	with	more	volatile	cash	flows	tend	to	utilize	

debt	 finance	 to	 avoid	 the	 potential	 problems	 of	 new	 equity,	 e.g.	 misvaluation	 or	 the	 adverse	 reaction	 of	

investors	to	equity	issue	announcements,	because	information	asymmetry	is	inherently	high	in	the	real	estate	

market.	In	contrast,	firm	size	is	the	most	influencing	factor	which	reduces	the	magnitude	of	the	total	difference,	

−18.6	percentage	points.	The	reason	is	that	firm	size	has	a	positive	impact	on	non‐REITs’	leverage,	but	it	has	an	

insignificant	impact	on	the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs.	

<<	Insert	Table	6	here>>	

	

Comparison	of	the	estimated	coefficients	between	the	two	samples	

The	above	analysis	reveals	that	the	total	difference	mainly	results	from	the	coefficient‐based	difference.	Hence,	

we	 further	 analyse	 the	 size	 of	 regression	 coefficients	 of	 capital	 structure	 determinants	 between	 the	 two	

samples.	 In	 Table	 5,	 the	 estimated	 coefficients	 of	 the	 REIT	 sample	 are	 absolutely	 larger	 than	 that	 of	 the	

comparison	sample,	except	for	firm	size.	However,	we	need	statistical	evidence	to	draw	a	definitive	conclusion	

that	the	size	of	the	coefficients	is	larger	for	the	REIT	sample	than	for	the	comparison	sample.	Models	3	and	6	in	

Table	5	show	the	results	of	this	investigation.	In	Model	6,	there	are	some	interaction	terms	of	DUMMY_REIT‐

Type	omitted	because	of	multicollinearity	problems.	Hence,	the	estimated	coefficients	of	REIT	determinants	

are	 not	 exactly	 equal	 to	 the	 sum	 of	 the	 corresponding	 coefficients	 of	 non‐REIT	 determinants	 and	 the	

corresponding	interaction	terms.	For	example,	the	coefficient	of	RISK	in	the	REIT	sample	is	1.619,	while	the	

sum	of	the	coefficient	of	RISK	in	the	non‐REIT	sample	and	CTRL_RISK	is	0.016	+	1.598	=	1.614.	Since	Hausman's	

specification	test	determines	the	fixed	effects	model	as	the	most	appropriate	specification	for	our	data,	we	will	

focus	on	the	results	which	are	presented	in	Model	3,	while	the	findings	in	Model	6	are	for	reference	only.	
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The	estimated	coefficients	of	the	interaction	terms	CTRL_TAN	and	CTRL_RISK	are	significantly	positive,	while	

that	of	CTRL_SIZE	is	significantly	negative.	These	tests	show	that	the	regression	coefficients	of	tangibility	and	

operating	risk	predicting	the	leverage	ratio	are	higher	for	REITs	than	for	non‐REITs.	In	contrast,	the	coefficient	

of	 firm	 size	 is	 lower	 for	 REITs	 than	 for	 non‐REITs.	 For	 example,	 the	 effect	 of	 tangibility	 is	 0.092	 for	

DUMMY_REIT	=	0,	i.e.	non‐REITs.	However,	given	the	interaction	term	CTRL_TAN,	the	net	effect	for	REITs	is	

0.092	+	0.142	=	0.234.	The	 finding	 is	 consistent	with	 the	above	one	which	documents	 that	 tangible	assets,	

operating	risk,	and	firm	size	are	the	most	influencing	determinants	of	the	differences	in	leverage	for	REITs	and	

non‐REITs.	

5.2 The	market	reaction	to	security	issue	announcements	

Table	 7	 shows	 the	 results	 of	 investigating	 the	market	 reaction	 to	 security	 issue	 announcements.	 Panel	 A	

presents	the	regression	results	of	the	base	case	which	does	not	control	for	the	predictability	of	the	security	

type,	while	Panel	B	presents	the	results	of	the	extended	case	controlling	for	the	predictability	of	the	security	

type.	We	use	standard	errors	which	account	for	heteroscedasticity	and	autocorrelation.	

All	significant	intercepts	are	negative	which	implies	that	equity	issuances	create,	on	average,	a	negative	market	

reaction.	 For	 example,	 the	 cumulative	 abnormal	 return	 in	 the	 event	 window	 of	 11	 days	 surrounding	 an	

announcement	date	(CAR‐5_+5	in	model	1)	decreases	1.9	percentage	points	as	a	REIT	releases	an	equity	issue	

announcement.	In	Panel	A,	the	coefficients	for	the	choice	of	the	security	type	(CHOICE)	are	significantly	positive	

in	all	models.	They	indicate	that	the	market	reaction	to	a	debt	issue	announcement	is	more	positive	than	that	

of	 equity	 issue	 announcement.	 For	 instance,	 the	 estimated	 coefficient	 of	 CHOICE	 in	 model	 1	 being	 0.019	

indicates	that	a	debt	issue	announcement,	on	average,	generates	CAR‐5_+5	that	is	1.9	percentage	points	higher	

than	CAR‐5_+5	for	an	equity	issue	announcement.	In	Panel	B,	we	include	PRE	to	analyse	the	market	reaction	to	

equity	and	debt	issue	announcements	after	controlling	for	the	expectation	of	the	security	type.	The	results	are	

similar,	both	with	regard	to	statistical	as	well	as	economic	significance,	except	for	the	model	10.	We	attribute	

this	 insignificant	result	 to	 the	period	after	 the	announcement	day	which	might	be	 too	 long	and	 the	market	

reaction	 is	 suppressed.	 Altogether,	 these	 findings	 support	 that	 the	 high	 leverage	 ratio	 of	 REITs	 is	 partly	

attributed	 to	managers	wanting	 to	 avoid	 the	 adverse	 reaction	of	 investors	 to	 equity	 issue	 announcements.	

Accordingly,	REITs	will	prioritize	debt	financing	when	they	raise	external	funds.	
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<<	Insert	Table	7	here>>	

	

5.3 The	effects	of	deviations	from	the	target	leverage	ratio	on	firm	value	

Table	8	shows	results	of	regressions	for	factors	affecting	Tobin’s	Q	of	a	firm.	Since	Hausman's	specification	test	

determines	the	fixed	effects	model	as	the	most	appropriate	specification	for	our	data,	panels	A	and	B	report	

results	of	the	fixed	effects	models	of	the	REIT	sample	and	the	non‐REITs	sample,	respectively.	The	standard	

errors	 are	 heteroscedasticity	 and	 autocorrelation	 consistent	 standard	 errors.	 While	 Models	 1	 and	 5	 use	

DEV_TAR_IND12	as	the	proxy	for	the	deviation,	DEV_TAR_IND48	is	used	in	Models	2	and	6,	DEV_TAR_FIT12	in	

Models	3	and	7,	and	DEV_TAR_FIT48	in	Models	4	and	8.	In	addition,	we	also	examine	the	effects	of	leverage	and	

its	square	on	Tobin’s	Q	in	Models	5	and	10.	

The	main	variables	of	interest	are	the	deviation	from	the	target	leverage	ratio	(DEV_TAR)	and	the	square	of	

deviation	(DEV_TAR2).	Our	findings	suggest	that	deviation	and	its	square	do	not	seem	to	influence	Tobin’s	Q	in	

the	REIT	sample,	whereas	they	significantly	affect	Tobin’s	Q	in	the	non‐REIT	sample.	Models	6	to	9	show	that	

the	 estimated	 coefficients	 of	 DEV_TAR	 are	 negative,	while	 that	 of	 DEV_TAR2	are	 significantly	 positive.	 The	

results	indicate	that	Tobin’s	Q	decreases	as	the	deviation	increases	and	the	former	gets	the	lowest	value	at	the	

turning	 point	 (vertex)	 of	 DEV_TAR_IND12	 in	Model	 6	 is	 40.5%4.	 For	 values	 of	 deviation	 >	 40.5%,	 further	

increases	in	deviation	are	associated	with	increasing	Tobin’s	Q	in	the	non‐REIT	sample.	

<<	Insert	Table	8	here>>	

	

To	further	analyses	the	relationship	between	Tobin’s	Q	and	the	deviation,	we	split	the	non‐REIT	sample	into	

sub‐samples	 of	 poor	 non‐REITs,	which	 have	 Tobin’s	Q	 less	 than	 one,	 and	 effective	 non‐REITs,	which	 have	

Tobin’s	Q	greater	than	one.	Table	9	reports	the	results	of	the	poor	and	effective	non‐REIT	samples	in	Panels	A	

and	B,	respectively.	In	Panel	A,	we	the	significantly	negative	nonlinear	relationship	between	Tobin’s	Q	and	the	

deviation.	The	finding	implies	that	the	firm	value	of	poor	non‐REITs	is	maximized	when	their	leverage	ratio	

																																																																		
4	Location	of	vertex	=		linear	coefficient	/	(2*quadratic	coefficient)	(Han,	2006)		
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deviates	0.9%	and	10%	from	the	target	 leverage	ratios	which	are	the	Fama	and	French	12	and	48	industry	

average	 leverage	 ratio,	 respectively.	Regarding	 the	effective	non‐REIT	 sample,	 our	 results	 suggest	effective	

non‐REITs	do	not	have	an	optimal	deviation,	but	the	worst	deviation.	For	example,	the	turning	point	implied	

by	coefficients	in	Model	6	is	44.8%.	For	values	of	deviation	<	44.8%,	increasing	deviation	is	associated	with	

decreasing	 firm	value,	whereas	 further	 increases	 in	deviation	are	associated	with	 increasing	 firm	value	 for	

values	 of	 deviation	>	44.8%.	Here,	 there	might	 emerge	 a	 question	whether	 effective	 non‐REITs	 should	 (1)	

decrease	the	deviation	lower	than	44.8%	or	(2)	increase	the	deviation	higher	than	44.8%	to	increase	their	firm	

value.	We	think	the	first	option	is	more	reasonable	because	in	an	extreme	case	where	the	target	leverage	is	

equal	 to	 zero,	 the	 actual	 leverage	 ratio	 is	 already	 44.8%	 to	 result	 in	 the	 deviation	 of	 44.8%.	 Our	 analysis	

documents	 that	 the	 turning	 point	 of	 leverage	 of	 the	 effective	 non‐REIT	 sample	 is	 68.5%	 in	 Model	 10.	

Accordingly,	 the	task	of	raising	more	debt	 financing	 to	boost	 the	 leverage	higher	 than	68.5%	is	not	simple.	

Overall,	poor	non‐REITs	should	maintain	their	leverage	ratio	around	the	value	of	24.5%	to	maximize	the	firm	

value,	while	effective	non‐REITs	should	keep	their	leverage	ratio	lower	than	68.5%	to	have	higher	firm	value.		

<<	Insert	Table	9	here>>	

	

Regarding	REITs,	we	find	evidence	that	leverage	is	a	function	of	maximizing	the	risk‐adjusted	performance,	as	

our	conjecture.	Specifically,	Table	10	presents	the	significantly	negative	coefficients	for	the	square	of	deviation	

in	all	models.	The	turning	point	(the	zenith)	of	DEV_TAR_IND12	implied	by	the	estimated	coefficients	in	Model	

1	is	40.6%.	This	result	suggests	that	for	values	of	deviation	<	40.6%,	increasing	deviation	is	associated	with	

increasing	the	Sharpe	ratio.	For	values	of	deviation	>	40.6%,	further	increases	in	deviation	are	associated	with	

decreasing	the	Sharpe	ratio.	Similarly,	the	finding	in	Model	5	indicates	that	the	optimal	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	

is	62.5%	where	REITs	can	maximize	their	risk‐adjusted	performance.	

<<	Insert	Table	10	here>>	
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6. Conclusions	

In	this	paper,	we	first	find	reasonable	theoretical	explanations	for	the	high	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	that	cannot	

be	fully	explained	by	traditional	theories	of	capital	structure.	Next,	we	run	models	to	find	empirical	evidence	

supporting	our	explanations.	Finally,	we	compare	the	evidence	in	the	REIT	sample	with	one	in	the	comparison	

sample	to	test	whether	our	findings	are	REIT	specific.	The	main	findings	can	be	summarised	as	follows:	

First,	in	terms	of	capital	structure	determinants,	REIT	leverage	ratio	is	much	higher	than	Non‐REIT	leverage	

ratio	because	REITs	have	a	high	availability	of	tangible	assets	which	are	considered	as	desirable	collateral	by	

lenders.	 In	 addition,	 REITs	 suffer	 a	 high	 discount	 ratio	 of	 new	 equity	 because	 the	 effects	 of	 information	

asymmetry	are	aggravated	by	operating	risk.	Second,	the	market	reaction	to	an	equity	announcement	is	more	

negative	than	that	to	a	debt	issue	announcement;	hence,	REIT	managers	prioritize	debt	financing	when	they	

raise	external	funds	to	avoid	the	adverse	reaction	of	investors	to	equity	issue	announcements.	Finally,	when	

REITs	increase	the	net	debt	issuance,	their	efficiency	in	generating	returns	from	total	assets	(ROA),	investments	

of	 shareholders	 (ROE)	 as	 well	 as	 benefits	 for	 shareholders	 (DPS)	 is	 improved.	 Altogether,	 these	 reasons	

encourage	more	strongly	REIT	managers	than	Non‐REIT	managers	to	use	debt	financing	when	REITs	need	to	

raise	external	funding	to	cover	any	shortage	of	internal	funds.	Accordingly,	REITs	cumulate	debt	and	become	

more	highly	leveraged	over	time.	
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8. Figure	and	table	

Figure	1:	The	annual	average	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	and	comparison	firms	

	

This	figure	shows	the	annual	average	of	the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	and	that	of	firms	in	the	comparison	group	from	1999	to	2015.	
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Figure	2:	The	average	and	median	values	of	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	by	categories	from	1999	to	2015		

	

This	figure	shows	the	average	and	median	of	the	leverage	ratio	of	REITs	which	are	classified	into	different	categories	from	1999	to	2015.	
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Table	1:	The	impact	of	capital	structure	determinants	on	the	leverage	ratio	for	REITs	and	Non‐REITs	

Determinants	
REITs	 	 Non‐REIT	firms	 Expected	

magnitude	*	Theoretical	 Empirical	 	 Theoretical	 Empirical	

Tangibility	 +	 +	 	 +	 +	 >	

Profitability	 ‐,	Ø	 ‐,	Ø	 	 ±	 ‐	 <	

Growth	opportunities	 +	 ±	 	 ±	 ±	 >	

Risk	 +	 +	 	 ±	 ±	 >	

Size	 Ø	 Ø	 	 ±	 ±	 <	

*	The	expected	relevance	of	capital	structure	determinants	for	REITs	is	compared to	that	of	Non‐REITs.	
+	 :	positive	effect	
‐		 :	negative	effect	
±	 :	positive	and	negative	effect	
Ø	 :	no	effect	
>	 :	larger	effect	
<	 :	smaller	effect	
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Table	2:	Summary	statistics	of	the	REIT	sample	

Variables	 N	 Mean	 Std.	Dev.	 Min	 Median	 Max	

Dependent	variables	

LEV	 														2,830		 0.495	 0.181	 0	 0.505	 0.903	

CAR‐5_+5	 476	 ‐0.010	 0.053	 ‐0.334	 ‐0.006	 0.213	

CAR‐1_+1	 476	 ‐0.008	 0.039	 ‐0.234	 ‐0.007	 0.237	

CAR0_+1	 476	 ‐0.008	 0.037	 ‐0.267	 ‐0.006	 0.223	

CAR0_+10	 476	 ‐0.012	 0.054	 ‐0.297	 ‐0.009	 0.192	

CAR0_+15	 476	 ‐0.012	 0.063	 ‐0.286	 ‐0.009	 0.265	

TOBIN_Q	 									2,442		 1.197	 0.358	 0.600	 1.119	 2.486	

SHARPE	 									2,655		 0.336	 1.016	 ‐1.569	 0.242	 3.246	

Firm‐characteristic	variables	

TAN	 														2,830		 0.817	 0.163	 0.195	 0.871	 0.980	

PROFIT	 														2,825		 0.044	 0.030	 ‐0.040	 0.044	 0.132	

GROWTH	 														2,604		 0.225	 0.691	 ‐0.227	 0.056	 5.610	

RISK	 														1,685		 0.011	 0.009	 0.000	 0.009	 0.069	

SIZE	 														2,877		 7.246	 1.499	 2.219	 7.454	 10.118	

DEBT_ISSUE	 														2,817		 0.041	 0.101	 ‐0.206	 0.026	 0.462	

EQUITY_ISSUE	 														2,702		 0.054	 0.113	 ‐0.066	 0.008	 0.683	

AGE	 														3,748		 2.929	 0.86	 0.693	 3.045	 4.635	

MAR_SHARE	 														2,920		 0.006	 0.009	 0.000	 0.003	 0.100	

CHOICE	 476	 0.521	 0.500	 0	 1	 1	

PRE	 476	 0.172	 1.146	 ‐2.142	 ‐0.030	 5.182	

ROA	 														2,873		 0.018	 0.036	 ‐0.121	 0.018	 0.124	

ROE	 														2,870		 0.042	 0.163	 ‐0.821	 0.049	 0.714	

DPS	 														2,229		 1.511	 0.915	 0.078	 1.437	 5.190	

DUMMY_OFFICE	 281	 0.160	 0.367	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_INDUSTRIAL	 281	 0.057	 0.232	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_RETAIL	 281	 0.214	 0.411	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_RESIDENTIAL	 281	 0.149	 0.357	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_DIVERSIFIED	 281	 0.103	 0.305	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_LODGING	 281	 0.100	 0.300	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_STORAGE	 281	 0.021	 0.145	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_HEALTH	 281	 0.089	 0.285	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_TIMBER	 281	 0.021	 0.145	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_INFRASTRUCTURE	 281	 0.018	 0.132	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_DATA	 281	 0.021	 0.145	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SPECIALTY	 281	 0.046	 0.210	 0	 0	 1	

Market	condition	variables	

TBILL_3M	 18	 0.019	 0.021	 0.000	 0.011	 0.059	

TERM	 18	 0.020	 0.012	 ‐0.001	 0.022	 0.036	
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GDP	 18	 0.023	 0.018	 ‐0.028	 0.025	 0.047	

INFLATION	 18	 ‐0.339	 1.396	 ‐5.556	 ‐0.082	 0.927	

The	table	shows	the	summary	statistics	(number	of	observation,	mean,	standard	deviation,	minimum,	median,	and	maximum) of	the	
REIT	 sample.	 The	 leverage	 ratio	 (LEV)	 is	 defined	 as	 total	 debt	 scaled	 by	 total	 assets.	 CARi_j	 is	 the	 cumulative	 abnormal	 return	
surrounding	a	security	issue	announcement	date	starting	at	day	t	=	i	and	ending	at	day	t	=	j.	Tobin’s	Q	as	the	sum	of	the	market	value	
of	equity,	book	value	of	long‐term	debt,	book	value	of	short‐term	debt,	book	value	of	preferred	stock,	and	book	value	of	convertible	
debt,	divided	by	the	book	value	of	total	assets.	Sharpe	ratio	is	the	excess	return	divided	by	the	standard	deviation	of	excess	return,	
where	the	excess	return	is	defined	as	the	annual	return	of	each	REIT,	which	derives	from	the	closing	prices	on	a	weekly	basis,	subtracts	
the	risk‐free	rate.	Tangible	assets	(TAN)	is	calculated	as	the	ratio	of	net	property,	plant	and	equipment	to	total	assets.	Profitability	
(PROFIT)	is	calculated	as	earnings	before	interest	and	taxes	scaled	by	total	assets.	Growth	opportunities	(GROWTH)	is	defined	as	the	
rate	of	growth	in	total	assets.	Operating	risk	(RISK)	is	estimated	as	the	standard	deviation	of	earnings	before	interest	and	taxes	scaled	
by	total	assets	over	a	5‐year	moving	window	without	the	current	observation.	Firm	size	(SIZE)	is	the	natural	logarithm	of	total	assets	
(in	million	USD).	Net	debt	issuance	(DEBT_ISSUE)	is	the	net	issuance/retirement	of	debt	scaled	by	total	assets.	Net	equity	issuance	
(EQUITY_ISSUE)	is	the	net	issuance/retirement	of	stock	scaled	by	total	assets.	Firm	age	(AGE)	is	the	natural	logarithm	of	firm	age	
which	is	measured	in	years.	Market	share	(MAR_SHARE)	is	total	revenue	expressed	as	a	percentage	of	industry	sales.	CHOICE	is	an	
indicator	variable	that	takes	the	value	of	1	if	a	REIT	announces	a	debt	issue	and	zero	for	an	equity	issue	announcement.	PRE	is	the	
predictability	of	security	type	which	is	estimated	by	using	estimated	coefficients	from	the	regression	models	of	CHOICE,	a	vector	of	
firm	characteristics	(deviation	from	target	 leverage	ratio,	 firm	size,	profitability	and	stock	performance),	and	a	vector	of	economic	
indicators	(market	performance,	short‐term	interest	rate	and	term	structure).	Return	on	assets	(ROA)	is	defined	as	net	income	scaled	
by	 total	 assets.	 Return	 on	 equity	 (ROE)	 is	measured	 as	 net	 income	 divided	 by	 shareholder’s	 equity.	 Dividend	per	 share	 (DPS)	 is	
calculated	as	dividends	scaled	by	the	total	number	of	shares	outstanding.	DUMMY_REIT‐Type	is	a	set	of	12	dummy	variables	taking	
the	value	of	1	when	the	type	of	a	REIT	is:	(1)	office,	(2)	industrial,	(3)	retail,	(4)	residential,	(5)	diversified,	(6)	lodging/resorts,	(7)	self‐
storage,	(8)	health	care,	(9)	timber,	(10)	infrastructure,	(11)	data	centre	and	(12)	specialty;	and	zero	otherwise.	TBILL_3M	is	the	yields	
of	the	three‐month	US	Treasury	bill.	TERM	for	the	spread	between	a	10‐year	US	government	bond	and	3‐month	T‐Bill.	GDP	is	the	
yearly	growth	of	the	gross	domestic	product.	INFLATION	is	measured	as	the	average	percentage	change	in	consumer	prices	from	1997	
to	2015.	
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Table	3:	Summary	statistics	of	the	comparison	(non‐REIT)	sample	

Variables	 N	 Mean	 Std.	Dev.	 Min	 Median	 Max	

Dependent	variables	

LEV	 											57,425		 0.203	 0.205	 0	 0.149	 0.851	

TOBIN_Q	 	57,304		 1.984	 2.687	 0.036	 1.289	 19.56	

Firm‐characteristic	variables	

TAN	 											55,651		 0.230	 0.247	 0.001	 0.133	 0.913	

PROFIT	 											58,352		 ‐0.016	 0.317	 ‐2.023	 0.041	 0.440	

GROWTH	 											54,524		 0.196	 0.692	 ‐1.000	 0.060	 4.940	

RISK	 											37,644		 0.093	 0.149	 0.000	 0.041	 1.313	

SIZE	 											58,352		 6.343	 2.319	 ‐0.023	 6.443	 11.766	

EQUITY_ISSUE	 														5,260		 0.033	 0.150	 ‐0.231	 0.001	 0.830	

DEBT_ISSUE	 														4,786		 0.008	 0.096	 ‐0.316	 0.000	 0.388	

AGE	 											23,344		 3.317	 1.008	 0.693	 3.332	 5.153	

MAR_SHARE	 											91,458		 0.007	 0.029	 0.000	 0.000	 0.942	

ROA	 											58,352		 ‐0.064	 0.390	 ‐2.714	 0.020	 0.370	

ROE	 											58,299		 0.035	 0.803	 ‐3.985	 0.089	 4.259	

DPS	 											56,534		 0.311	 0.627	 0	 0	 3.690	

DUMMY_SECTOR1	 														5,108		 0.011	 0.103	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR2	 														5,108		 0.004	 0.062	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR3	 														5,108		 0.010	 0.101	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR4	 														5,108		 0.094	 0.292	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR5	 														5,108		 0.005	 0.067	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR6	 														5,108		 0.019	 0.138	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR7	 														5,108		 0.019	 0.138	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR8	 														5,108		 0.011	 0.104	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR9	 														5,108		 0.052	 0.221	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR10	 														5,108		 0.053	 0.223	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR11	 														5,108		 0.007	 0.085	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR12	 														5,108		 0.008	 0.091	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR13	 														5,108		 0.019	 0.137	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR14	 														5,108		 0.003	 0.054	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR15	 														5,108		 0.011	 0.104	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR16	 														5,108		 0.009	 0.095	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR17	 														5,108		 0.042	 0.201	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR18	 														5,108		 0.048	 0.214	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR19	 														5,108		 0.021	 0.143	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR20	 														5,108		 0.025	 0.156	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR21	 														5,108		 0.010	 0.097	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR22	 														5,108		 0.024	 0.155	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR23	 														5,108		 0.010	 0.098	 0	 0	 1	
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DUMMY_SECTOR24	 														5,108		 0.006	 0.078	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR25	 														5,108		 0.025	 0.157	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR26	 														5,108		 0.009	 0.095	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR27	 														5,108		 0.005	 0.067	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR28	 														5,108		 0.017	 0.129	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR29	 														5,108		 0.038	 0.192	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR30	 														5,108		 0.028	 0.164	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR31	 														5,108		 0.014	 0.119	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR32	 														5,108		 0.080	 0.272	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR33	 														5,108		 0.054	 0.226	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR34	 														5,108		 0.042	 0.200	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR35	 														5,108		 0.047	 0.212	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR36	 														5,108		 0.002	 0.042	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR37	 														5,108		 0.041	 0.198	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR38	 														5,108		 0.071	 0.257	 0	 0	 1	

DUMMY_SECTOR39	 														5,108		 0.005	 0.073	 0	 0	 1	

The	 table	 shows	 the	 summary	 statistics	 (number	 of	 observation,	 mean,	 standard	 deviation,	 minimum,	 and	 maximum)	 of	 the	
comparison	sample.	DUMMY_SECTOR	is	a	set	of	39	dummy	variables	taking	the	value	of	1	when	the	sector	of	a	firm	is:	(1)	Aerospace	
and	 Defence,	 (2)	 Alternative	 Energy,	 (3)	 Automobiles	 and	 Parts,	 (4)	 Banks,	 (5)	 Beverages,	 (6)	 Chemicals,	 (7)	 Construction	 and	
Materials,	 (8)	 Electricity,	 (9)	 Electronic	 and	 Electrical	 Equipment,	 (10)	 Financial	 Services	 (Sector),	 (11)	 Fixed	 Line	
Telecommunications,	(12)	Food	and	Drug	Retailers,	(13)	Food	Producers,	(14)	Forestry	and	Paper,	(15)	Gas,	Water	and	Multi‐utilities,	
(16)	 General	 Industrials,	 (17)	 General	 Retailers,	 (18)	 Health	 Care	 Equipment	 and	 Services,	 (19)	 Household	 Goods	 and	 Home	
Construction,	(20)	Industrial	Engineering,	(21)	Industrial	Metals	and	Mining,	(22)	Industrial	Transportation,	(23)	Leisure	Goods,	(24)	
Life	Insurance,	(25)	Media,	(26)	Mining,	(27)	Mobile	Telecommunications,	(28)	Nonlife	Insurance,	(29)	Oil	and	Gas	Producers,	(30)	
Oil	Equipment	and	Services,	(31)	Personal	Goods,	(32)	Pharmaceuticals	and	Biotechnology,	(33)	Software	and	Computer	Services,	
(34)	Support	Services,	(35)	Technology	Hardware	and	Equipment,	(36)	Tobacco,	(37)	Travel	and	Leisure,	(38)	Unclassified,	and	(39)	
Unquoted	equities;	and	zero	otherwise.	The	definitions	of	other	variables	are	presented	in	Table	2.	
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Table	4:	T‐test	results	

	 N	 Mean	 Std.	Dev.	 [95%	Conf.	 Interval]	 Min	 Max	

Panel	A:	The	REIT	sample	

DEV_TAR_IND	 2,830	 0.000	 0.181	 ‐0.007	 0.007	 ‐0.495	 0.408	

DEV_TAR_IND12	 2,830	 0.276***	 0.181	 0.270	 0.283	 ‐0.219	 0.684	

DEV_TAR_IND48	 2,830	 0.127***	 0.181	 0.120	 0.133	 ‐0.369	 0.535	

DEV_TAR_FIT	 1,408	 0.004	 0.144	 ‐0.004	 0.011	 ‐0.313	 0.406	

DEV_TAR_FIT12	 1,408	 0.059***	 0.151	 0.052	 0.067	 ‐0.294	 0.489	

DEV_TAR_FIT48	 1,408	 0.028***	 0.149	 0.020	 0.036	 ‐0.311	 0.481	

Panel	B:	The	non‐REIT	sample	

DEV_TAR_IND	 57,425	 0.000	 0.189	 ‐0.002	 0.002	 ‐0.396	 0.798	

DEV_TAR_IND12	 57,425	 ‐0.014***	 0.196	 ‐0.015	 ‐0.012	 ‐0.362	 0.729	

DEV_TAR_IND48	 57,425	 ‐0.006***	 0.193	 ‐0.008	 ‐0.005	 ‐0.446	 0.776	

DEV_TAR_FIT	 32,204	 ‐0.01***	 0.165	 ‐0.012	 ‐0.008	 ‐0.313	 0.535	

DEV_TAR_FIT12	 31,598	 ‐0.013***	 0.168	 ‐0.015	 ‐0.011	 ‐0.294	 0.562	

DEV_TAR_FIT48	 31,510	 ‐0.011***	 0.165	 ‐0.013	 ‐0.009	 ‐0.311	 0.557	

The	table	reports	the	results	 from	single	sample	t‐test	 for	the	mean	of	deviations	 from	the	target	 leverage	ratio.	DEV_TAR_IND	is	
calculated	as	actual	 leverage	minus	the	target	 leverage	which	is	the	average	 leverage	of	firms	with	the	same	Datastream	industry	
definition.	DEV_TAR_IND12	is	calculated	as	actual	leverage	minus	the	target	leverage	which	is	the	average	leverage	of	firms	with	the	
same	Fama	and	French	12	industry	definition.	DEV_TAR_IND48	is	calculated	as	actual	leverage	minus	the	target	leverage	which	is	the	
average	leverage	of	firms	with	the	same	Fama	and	French	48	industry	definition.	DEV_TAR_FIT	is	calculated	as	actual	leverage	minus	
the	target	leverage	which	is	the	fitted	values	from	Eq.1	which	is	conducted	for	each	Datastream	industry.		DEV_TAR_FIT12	is	calculated	
as	actual	leverage	minus	the	target	leverage	which	is	the	fitted	values	from	Eq.1	which	is	conducted	for	each	Fama	and	French	12	
industry.	DEV_TAR_FIT48	 is	calculated	as	actual	 leverage	minus	 the	 target	 leverage	which	 is	 the	 fitted	values	 from	Eq.1	which	 is	
conducted	for	each	Fama	and	French	48	industry.	
∗∗∗	denotes	that	the	mean	of	deviations	is	significantly	different	from	zero	at	the	1%	level.	
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Table	5:	The	impact	of	capital	structure	determinants	on	the	leverage	ratio	for	REITs	and	Non‐REITs		

	 Panel	A:	Fixed	effects	model	 	 Panel	B:	Random	effects	model		

	 The	REIT	
sample	

The	non‐
REIT	sample	

Comparison	 	 The	REIT	
sample	

The	non‐
REIT	sample	

Comparison	

	 Model	1	 Model	2	 Model3	 	 Model	4	 Model	5	 Model	6	
TAN	 0.234***	 0.092***	 0.092***	 	 0.208***	 0.115***	 0.115***	
	 (0.076)	 (0.023)	 (0.023)	 	 (0.073)	 (0.019)	 (0.019)	
PROFIT	 0.310	 ‐0.065***	 ‐0.065***	 	 0.263	 ‐0.066***	 ‐0.066***	
	 (0.302)	 (0.008)	 (0.008)	 	 (0.285)	 (0.007)	 (0.007)	
GROWTH	 0.021*	 0.005***	 0.005***	 	 0.021**	 0.006***	 0.006***	
	 (0.013)	 (0.002)	 (0.002)	 	 (0.011)	 (0.002)	 (0.002)	
RISK	 1.495**	 0.016	 0.016	 	 1.619**	 0.016	 0.016	
	 (0.669)	 (0.015)	 (0.015)	 	 (0.650)	 (0.014)	 (0.014)	
SIZE	 ‐0.002	 0.027***	 0.027***	 	 0.002	 0.027***	 0.027***	
	 (0.013)	 (0.003)	 (0.003)	 	 (0.009)	 (0.002)	 (0.002)	
	CTRL_TAN		 	 	 0.142*	 	 	 	 0.094	
	 	 	 (0.079)	 	 	 	 (0.075)	
	CTRL_PROFIT	 	 	 0.375	 	 	 	 0.331	
	 	 	 (0.301)	 	 	 	 (0.284)	
CTRL_GROWTH	 	 	 0.016	 	 	 	 0.014	
	 	 	 (0.013)	 	 	 	 (0.011)	
CTRL_RISK	 	 	 1.479**	 	 	 	 1.598**	
	 	 	 (0.667)	 	 	 	 (0.645)	
CTRL_SIZE	 	 	 ‐0.029**	 	 	 	 ‐0.025***	
	 	 	 (0.013)	 	 	 	 (0.009)	
DUMMY_REIT‐Type	 	 	 	 	 Yes	 No	 Yes	
DUMMY_SECTOR	 	 	 	 	 No	 Yes	 Yes	
CTRL_DUMMY_REIT‐
Type	

	 	 	 	 Yes	 No	 Yes	

CTRL_DUMMY_SECTOR	 	 	 	 	 No	 Yes	 Yes	
Constant	 0.307**	 ‐0.004	 0.009	 	 0.330***	 0.161***	 0.161***	
	 (0.133)	 (0.020)	 (0.020)	 	 (0.105)	 (0.041)	 (0.041)	
N	 1,408	 32,301	 33,709	 	 1,408	 32,301	 33,709	
R2	within	 0.048	 0.026	 0.026	 	 0.048	 0.026	 0.026	

The	 table	 reports	 regression	 results,	 which	 include	 coefficients	 and	 standard	 errors	 for	 factors	 affecting	 a	 firm’s	 leverage.	 Panel	 A	
presents	the	results	of	random	effects	models,	while	Panel	B	are	fixed	effects	models.	The	definitions	of	variables	are	presented	in	Tables	
2	 and	 3.	 For	 brevity	 reasons,	 coefficients	 for	 DUMMY_REIT‐Type,	 DUMMY_SECTOR,	 CTRL_DUMMY_REIT‐Type,	 and	
CTRL_DUMMY_SECTOR	are	not	reported	but	are	available	from	the	authors	upon	request.	Robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	
*	p<0.10,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.01	
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Table	6:	The	impact	of	capital	structure	determinants	on	the	leverage	ratio	for	REITs	and	Non‐REITs		

Determinant	

Estimated	
coefficient	

	 Average	value	 	 Expected	leverage	 	 Variable‐based	difference	 	 Coefficient‐based	difference	 	

REIT	
Non‐
REIT	

	 REIT	
Non‐
REIT	

Delta	 	 REIT	
Non‐
REIT	

Delta	 	 REIT	
New	
REIT	

Delta	 	
New	
REIT	

Non‐
REIT	

Delta	 	

1	 2	 3	 	 4	 5	 6	 	 7=2x4	 8=3x5	 9=7‐8	 	 10=2x4	 11=2x5	 12=10‐11	 	 13=2x5	 14=3x5	 15=13‐14	 	

TAN	 0.234	 0.092	 	 0.817	 0.230	 0.587***	 	 0.191	 0.021	 0.170	 	 0.191	 0.054	 0.137	 	 0.054	 0.021	 0.033	 	

PROFIT	 0.310	 ‐0.065	 	 0.044	 ‐0.016	 0.060***	 	 0.014	 0.001	 0.013	 	 0.014	 ‐0.005	 0.019	 	 ‐0.005	 0.001	 ‐0.006	 	

GROWTH	 0.021	 0.005	 	 0.225	 0.196	 0.029**	 	 0.005	 0.001	 0.004	 	 0.005	 0.004	 0.001	 	 0.004	 0.001	 0.003	 	

RISK	 1.495	 0.016	 	 0.011	 0.093	 ‐0.082***	 	 0.016	 0.001	 0.015	 	 0.016	 0.139	 ‐0.123	 	 0.139	 0.001	 0.138	 	

SIZE	 ‐0.002	 0.027	 	 7.246	 6.343	 0.903***	 	 ‐0.014	 0.171	 ‐0.186	 	 ‐0.014	 ‐0.013	 ‐0.002	 	 ‐0.013	 0.171	 ‐0.184	 	

Constant	 0.307	 ‐0.004	 	 	 	 0.307	 ‐0.004	 0.311	 	 0.307	 0.307	 0	 	 0.307	 ‐0.004	 0.311	 	

Leverage	 	 	 	 49.5%	 20.3%	 29.2%***	 	 52.8%	 19.0%	 32.7%	 	 51.8%	 48.6%	 3.2%	 	 48.6%	 19.2%	 29.4%	 	

The	table	shows	the	derivation	of	the	difference	in	leverage	between	REITs	and	Non‐REITs.	Estimated	coefficient	(columns	2	and	3) are	obtained	from	the	Models	1	and	2	of	Table	5.	Average	
values	(columns	4	and	5)	are	obtained	from	Tables	2	and	3.	The	definitions	of	variables	are	presented	in	Table	2.	
∗,	∗∗,	∗∗∗	denote	that	the	difference	in	means	between	the	REIT	sample	and	the	non‐REIT	sample	is	significant	at	the	10%,	5%,	and	1%	level,	respectively,	based	on	the	two	sample	t‐test.	
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Table	7:	The	market	reaction	to	security	issue	announcements	of	REITs	

	 Panel	A:	Base	case	 	 Panel	B:	Extended	case	

	 CAR‐5_+5	 CAR‐1_+1	 CAR0_+1	 CAR0_+10	 CAR0_+15	 	 CAR‐5_+5	 CAR‐1_+1	 CAR0_+1	 CAR0_+10	 CAR0_+15	

	 Model	1	 Model	2	 Model	3	 Model	4	 Model	5	 	 Model	6	 Model	7	 Model	8	 Model	9	 Model	10	

CHOICE	 0.019***	 0.016***	 0.017***	 0.017***	 0.013**	 	 0.013***	 0.013***	 0.013***	 0.012**	 0.007	

	 (0.005)	 (0.004)	 (0.003)	 (0.005)	 (0.006)	 	 (0.005)	 (0.004)	 (0.004)	 (0.005)	 (0.006)	

PRE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0.006***	 0.004**	 0.004***	 0.005**	 0.006**	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (0.002)	 (0.002)	 (0.002)	 (0.002)	 (0.003)	

Constant	 ‐0.019***	 ‐0.016***	 ‐0.017***	 ‐0.021***	 ‐0.018***	 	 ‐0.017***	 ‐0.015***	 ‐0.015***	 ‐0.019***	 ‐0.016***	

	 (0.004)	 (0.003)	 (0.003)	 (0.004)	 (0.005)	 	 (0.004)	 (0.003)	 (0.003)	 (0.004)	 (0.005)	

N	 476	 476	 476	 476	 476	 	 476	 476	 476	 476	 476	

R2	 0.032	 0.044	 0.052	 0.025	 0.011	 	 0.047	 0.054	 0.067	 0.035	 0.022	

The	table	reports	regression	results,	which	include	coefficients	and	standard	errors	for	factors	affecting	REITs’	cumulative	abnormal	returns.	The	definitions	of	variables	are	presented	
in	Table	2.	Robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	
*	p<0.10,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.01	
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Table	8:	Determinants	of	the	firm	value	(Tobin’s	Q)	

	

Panel	A:		The	REIT	sample	 	 Panel	B:	The	non‐REIT	sample	

Model	1	 Model	2	 Model	3	 Model	4	 Model	5	 	 Model	6	 Model	7	 Model	8	 Model	9	 Model	10	

DEV_	 DEV_	 DEV_	 DEV_	 	 	 DEV_	 DEV_	 DEV_	 DEV_	 	
TAR_IND12	 TAR_IND48 TAR_FIT12 TAR_FIT48 LEV 	 TAR_IND12 TAR_IND48 TAR_FIT12 TAR_FIT48 LEV

DEV_TAR	 0.344	 0.503	 1.403*	 1.333*	 0.111	 	 ‐0.865	 ‐0.965	 ‐1.308*	 ‐1.462*	 ‐1.498**	
	 (0.639)	 (0.687)	 (0.725)	 (0.720)	 (0.629)	 	 (0.668)	 (0.664)	 (0.766)	 (0.772)	 (0.624)	

DEV_TAR2	 0.531	 0.531	 0.398	 0.399	 0.531	 	 1.068***	 0.986**	 1.116**	 1.162***	 1.261***	
	 (0.499)	 (0.499)	 (0.482)	 (0.481)	 (0.499)	 	 (0.403)	 (0.425)	 (0.438)	 (0.450)	 (0.413)	

TAN	 0.627***	 0.306*	 0.120	 0.044	 1.096***	 	 ‐0.619**	 ‐0.613**	 ‐0.587**	 ‐0.610**	 ‐0.810**	
	 (0.228)	 (0.166)	 (0.148)	 (0.146)	 (0.349)	 	 (0.249)	 (0.249)	 (0.251)	 (0.252)	 (0.338)	

PROFIT	 4.542***	 5.111***	 4.923***	 5.024***	 3.709	 	 ‐0.497***	 ‐0.497***	 ‐0.254	 ‐0.242	 ‐0.439**	
	 (1.498)	 (1.108)	 (1.080)	 (1.032)	 (2.295)	 	 (0.177)	 (0.177)	 (0.185)	 (0.191)	 (0.206)	

GROWTH	 0.021	 0.037	 0.041	 0.051*	 ‐0.002	 	 0.238***	 0.242***	 0.245***	 0.247***	 0.333***	
	 (0.057)	 (0.036)	 (0.032)	 (0.028)	 (0.091)	 	 (0.035)	 (0.035)	 (0.038)	 (0.038)	 (0.055)	

RISK	 ‐1.339	 ‐1.559	 ‐1.595	 ‐1.493	 ‐1.017	 	 0.641***	 0.649***	 0.520**	 0.535**	 0.758***	
	 (3.191)	 (2.190)	 (1.806)	 (1.751)	 (4.943)	 	 (0.215)	 (0.215)	 (0.243)	 (0.239)	 (0.248)	

SIZE	 ‐0.006	 0.007	 ‐0.017	 ‐0.019	 ‐0.024	 	 ‐0.473***	 ‐0.472***	 ‐0.427***	 ‐0.429***	 ‐0.509***	
	 (0.036)	 (0.033)	 (0.033)	 (0.033)	 (0.044)	 	 (0.038)	 (0.038)	 (0.039)	 (0.039)	 (0.041)	

DEV_TAR		TAN	 ‐2.142***	 ‐2.142***	 ‐2.605***	 ‐2.674***	 ‐2.142***	 	 0.975*	 0.938*	 1.306**	 1.121*	 0.804	
	 (0.647)	 (0.647)	 (0.574)	 (0.591)	 (0.647)	 	 (0.569)	 (0.550)	 (0.607)	 (0.580)	 (0.565)	

DEV_TAR		PROFIT	 3.802	 3.802	 1.804	 2.090	 3.802	 	 ‐0.459	 ‐0.670	 ‐0.465	 ‐0.396	 ‐0.306	
	 (4.365)	 (4.365)	 (5.161)	 (5.289)	 (4.365)	 	 (0.567)	 (0.585)	 (0.606)	 (0.622)	 (0.554)	

DEV_TAR		GROWTH	 0.105	 0.105	 0.135	 0.085	 0.105	 	 ‐0.452***	 ‐0.480***	 ‐0.474***	 ‐0.560***	 ‐0.471***	
	 (0.163)	 (0.163)	 (0.203)	 (0.179)	 (0.163)	 	 (0.144)	 (0.144)	 (0.176)	 (0.167)	 (0.135)	

DEV_TAR		RISK	 ‐1.470	 ‐1.470	 ‐0.670	 ‐1.832	 ‐1.470	 	 ‐0.737	 ‐0.688	 ‐0.870	 ‐0.518	 ‐0.667	
	 (8.883)	 (8.883)	 (8.938)	 (8.894)	 (8.883)	 	 (0.902)	 (0.927)	 (1.120)	 (1.062)	 (0.847)	

DEV_TAR		SIZE	 0.082	 0.082	 0.012	 0.032	 0.082	 	 0.150	 0.166*	 0.216**	 0.242**	 0.170*	
	 (0.067)	 (0.067)	 (0.067)	 (0.068)	 (0.067)	 	 (0.096)	 (0.096)	 (0.106)	 (0.107)	 (0.095)	

Constant	 0.769**	 0.832***	 1.149***	 1.208***	 0.719*	 	 4.941***	 4.935***	 4.654***	 4.678***	 5.185***	
	 (0.311)	 (0.291)	 (0.298)	 (0.298)	 (0.379)	 	 (0.282)	 (0.282)	 (0.295)	 (0.293)	 (0.289)	

Vertex	 	 	 	 	 	 	 40.5%	 48.9%	 58.6%	 62.9%	 59.4%	

N	 1,517	 1,517	 1,342	 1,342	 1,517	 	 35,833	 35,833	 31,514	 31,425	 35,833	

R2	within	 0.170	 0.170	 0.170	 0.170	 0.170	 	 0.061	 0.061	 0.047	 0.047	 0.062	
The	table	reports	the	results	of	regressions	of	the	firm	value distinguishing	between	two	samples:	REITs	and	non‐REITs.	The	main	variables	of	interest	are	the	deviation	(DEV_TAR)	and	the	
square	of	deviation	(DEV_TAR2).	DEV_TAR_IND12	is	used	in	Models	1	and	6,	DEV_TAR_IND48	is	used	in	Models	2	and	7,	DEV_TAR_FIT12	is	used	in	Models	3	and	8,	DEV_TAR_FIT48	is	used	
in	Models	4	and	9.	Actual	leverage	ratio	is	used	in	Models	5	and	10	for	reference.	The	definitions	of	variables	are	presented	in	Table	2.	Robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	
*	p<0.10,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.01	
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Table	9:	Determinants	of	the	firm	value	(Tobin’s	Q)	of	non‐REITs	

	

Panel	A:		The	poor	non‐REIT	sample	 	 Panel	B:	The	effective	non‐REIT	sample	
Model	1	 Model	2 Model	3 Model	4 Model	5 	 Model	6 Model	7 Model	8 Model	9 Model	10

DEV_	 DEV_	 DEV_	 DEV_	 	 	 DEV_	 DEV_	 DEV_	 DEV_	 	
TAR_IND12	 TAR_IND48 TAR_FIT12 TAR_FIT48 LEV 	 TAR_IND12 TAR_IND48 TAR_FIT12 TAR_FIT48 LEV

DEV_TAR	 0.012	 0.083	 0.119	 0.070	 0.249	 	 ‐1.571*	 ‐1.640**	 ‐2.246**	 ‐2.412**	 ‐2.476***	
	 (0.135)	 (0.138)	 (0.147)	 (0.152)	 (0.156)	 	 (0.837)	 (0.833)	 (1.002)	 (1.010)	 (0.786)	

DEV_TAR2	 ‐0.632***	 ‐0.416**	 ‐0.115	 ‐0.052	 ‐0.508**	 	 1.753***	 1.720***	 1.711***	 1.813***	 1.806***	
	 (0.206)	 (0.210)	 (0.192)	 (0.191)	 (0.228)	 	 (0.483)	 (0.501)	 (0.521)	 (0.546)	 (0.493)	

TAN	 ‐0.038	 ‐0.052	 0.016	 0.011	 0.025	 	 ‐0.713**	 ‐0.715**	 ‐0.653**	 ‐0.663**	 ‐0.940**	
	 (0.055)	 (0.055)	 (0.058)	 (0.059)	 (0.061)	 	 (0.298)	 (0.297)	 (0.303)	 (0.301)	 (0.415)	

PROFIT	 0.184***	 0.194***	 0.192***	 0.190***	 0.234***	 	 ‐0.852***	 ‐0.854***	 ‐0.571**	 ‐0.557**	 ‐0.842***	
	 (0.024)	 (0.024)	 (0.025)	 (0.025)	 (0.029)	 	 (0.212)	 (0.212)	 (0.228)	 (0.238)	 (0.250)	

GROWTH	 0.018*	 0.021**	 0.019**	 0.021**	 0.018*	 	 0.221***	 0.226***	 0.218***	 0.220***	 0.294***	
	 (0.010)	 (0.010)	 (0.009)	 (0.009)	 (0.010)	 	 (0.041)	 (0.041)	 (0.045)	 (0.046)	 (0.065)	

RISK	 0.029	 0.024	 0.079*	 0.085**	 0.081*	 	 0.616**	 0.622**	 0.421	 0.429	 0.656**	
	 (0.040)	 (0.044)	 (0.041)	 (0.040)	 (0.046)	 	 (0.258)	 (0.257)	 (0.286)	 (0.284)	 (0.303)	

SIZE	 ‐0.055***	 ‐0.058***	 ‐0.046***	 ‐0.046***	 ‐0.082***	 	 ‐0.530***	 ‐0.529***	 ‐0.489***	 ‐0.492***	 ‐0.569***	
	 (0.007)	 (0.007)	 (0.007)	 (0.007)	 (0.007)	 	 (0.046)	 (0.046)	 (0.048)	 (0.047)	 (0.053)	

DEV_TAR		TAN	 ‐0.358**	 ‐0.479***	 ‐0.339**	 ‐0.398**	 ‐0.300*	 	 1.268*	 1.304*	 1.421*	 1.292*	 0.998	
	 (0.170)	 (0.164)	 (0.166)	 (0.172)	 (0.173)	 	 (0.724)	 (0.710)	 (0.802)	 (0.776)	 (0.715)	

DEV_TAR		PROFIT	 ‐0.337***	 ‐0.246**	 ‐0.301***	 ‐0.319***	 ‐0.177	 	 ‐0.147	 ‐0.289	 ‐0.050	 0.078	 ‐0.055	
	 (0.110)	 (0.114)	 (0.113)	 (0.117)	 (0.128)	 	 (0.634)	 (0.654)	 (0.709)	 (0.731)	 (0.615)	

DEV_TAR		GROWTH	 ‐0.002	 0.020	 0.025	 0.065	 0.008	 	 ‐0.370**	 ‐0.418**	 ‐0.378*	 ‐0.444**	 ‐0.369**	
	 (0.057)	 (0.059)	 (0.059)	 (0.064)	 (0.061)	 	 (0.163)	 (0.165)	 (0.199)	 (0.191)	 (0.152)	

DEV_TAR		RISK	 ‐0.218	 ‐0.246	 ‐0.372	 ‐0.403	 ‐0.306	 	 ‐0.518	 ‐0.494	 ‐0.404	 ‐0.064	 ‐0.253	
	 (0.249)	 (0.286)	 (0.261)	 (0.259)	 (0.261)	 	 (1.018)	 (1.047)	 (1.238)	 (1.179)	 (0.954)	

DEV_TAR		SIZE	 0.131***	 0.126***	 0.126***	 0.134***	 0.129***	 	 0.155	 0.164	 0.260*	 0.285*	 0.186	
	 (0.018)	 (0.019)	 (0.020)	 (0.021)	 (0.018)	 	 (0.127)	 (0.127)	 (0.146)	 (0.147)	 (0.125)	

Constant	 1.007***	 1.001***	 0.915***	 0.903***	 0.971***	 	 5.855***	 5.850***	 5.625***	 5.656***	 6.278***	
	 (0.049)	 (0.049)	 (0.052)	 (0.051)	 (0.050)	 	 (0.331)	 (0.330)	 (0.354)	 (0.349)	 (0.346)	

Vertex	 0.9%	 10.0%	 	 	 24.5%	 	 44.8%	 47.7%	 65.6%	 66.5%	 68.5%	

N	 12,124	 12,124	 10,725	 10,710	 12,124	 	 23,709	 23,709	 20,789	 20,715	 23,709	

R2	within	 0.231	 0.229	 0.242	 0.243	 0.229	 	 0.070	 0.071	 0.052	 0.052	 0.071	
The	table	reports	the	results	of	regressions	of	the	firm	value	distinguishing	between	two	samples:	effective	non‐REITs and	poor	non‐REITs.	The	main	variables	of	interest are	the	deviation	
(DEV_TAR)	and	the	square	of	deviation	(DEV_TAR2).	DEV_TAR_IND12	is	used	in	Models	1	and	6,	DEV_TAR_IND48	is	used	in	Models	2	and	7,	DEV_TAR_FIT12	is	used	in	Models	3	and	8,	
DEV_TAR_FIT48	is	used	in	Models	4	and	9.	Actual	leverage	ratio	is	used	in	Models	5	and	10	for	reference.	The	definitions	of	variables	are	presented	in	Table	2.	Robust	standard	errors	in	
parentheses.	*	p<0.10,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.01	
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Table	10:	Determinants	of	the	Sharpe	ratio	

	 Model	1	 Model	2	 Model	3	 Model	4	 Model	5	

TAR_IND12	 TAR_IND48	 TAR_FIT12	 TAR_FIT48	 LEV	

DEV_TAR	 2.539*	 1.603	 2.214	 1.953	 3.908**	
	 (1.515)	 (1.682)	 (1.735)	 (1.699)	 (1.507)	

DEV_TAR2	 ‐3.126**	 ‐3.126**	 ‐2.482**	 ‐2.483**	 ‐3.126**	
	 (1.532)	 (1.532)	 (1.063)	 (1.081)	 (1.532)	

TAN	 0.565	 0.513	 ‐0.094	 ‐0.137	 0.640	
	 (0.501)	 (0.453)	 (0.456)	 (0.456)	 (0.738)	

PROFIT	 ‐0.224	 0.437	 ‐0.024	 ‐0.143	 ‐1.190	
	 (2.919)	 (2.587)	 (2.230)	 (2.338)	 (4.590)	

GROWTH	 0.532**	 0.418***	 0.117	 0.152	 0.698*	
	 (0.234)	 (0.160)	 (0.146)	 (0.137)	 (0.357)	

RISK	 ‐15.671	 ‐12.634*	 ‐9.118	 ‐7.364	 ‐20.112	
	 (9.545)	 (6.686)	 (5.618)	 (5.262)	 (14.426)	

SIZE	 ‐0.311***	 ‐0.370***	 ‐0.082	 ‐0.107	 ‐0.224	
	 (0.108)	 (0.094)	 (0.084)	 (0.085)	 (0.146)	

DEV_TAR		TAN	 ‐0.346	 ‐0.346	 ‐3.092*	 ‐2.895*	 ‐0.346	
	 (1.670)	 (1.670)	 (1.677)	 (1.703)	 (1.670)	

DEV_TAR		PROFIT	 4.413	 4.413	 ‐5.943	 ‐5.841	 4.413	
	 (11.059)	 (11.059)	 (11.704)	 (12.208)	 (11.059)	

DEV_TAR		GROWTH	 ‐0.761	 ‐0.761	 0.145	 ‐0.086	 ‐0.761	
	 (0.605)	 (0.605)	 (0.923)	 (0.784)	 (0.605)	

DEV_TAR		RISK	 20.285	 20.285	 44.879*	 44.389*	 20.285	
	 (24.668)	 (24.668)	 (24.740)	 (24.980)	 (24.668)	

DEV_TAR		SIZE	 ‐0.395	 ‐0.395	 ‐0.246	 ‐0.251	 ‐0.395	
	 (0.258)	 (0.258)	 (0.237)	 (0.226)	 (0.258)	

Constant	 2.994***	 3.304***	 1.334	 1.477*	 2.288**	
	 (0.883)	 (0.865)	 (0.830)	 (0.853)	 (0.973)	

Vertex	 40.6%	 25.6%	 44.6%	 39.3%	 62.5%	

N	 1,550	 1,550	 1,370	 1,370	 1,550	

R2	within	 0.056	 0.056	 0.034	 0.033	 0.056	

The	table	reports	the	results	of	regressions	of	the	Sharpe	ratio.	DEV_TAR_IND12	is	used	in	Model	1,	DEV_TAR_IND48	is	
used	in	Model	2,	DEV_TAR_FIT12	is	used	in	Model	3,	and	DEV_TAR_FIT48	is	used	in	Model	4.	Actual	leverage	ratio	is	used	
in	Model	5.	The	definitions	of	variables	are	presented	in	Table	2.	Robust	standard	errors	in	parentheses.	
*	p<0.10,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.01	

	

	

	


